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Campus to participate in earthquake preparedness program
By I.,assrence J. Salisbury
Daily staff writer

SJSU’s administration is sponsoring a campus-wide walkout
Tuesday at 10 a.m.
but it’s all
for a good cause.
University staff members will
evacuate most of the buildings on
campus to learn what would happen in a real emergency as part of

"Duck. Cover and Hold." a
statewide campaign to teach everyone what to do in case of a
large earthquake.
Sponsored by the Governor’s
Office of Emergency Services.
the drill asks students to duck
under a desk or table for 30 seconds when alarms sound. and
then evacuate the building.

Unless something goes wrong.
the drill should take about 20 minutes, according to Dick Staley.
SJSU emergency preparedness
coordinator.
"There are things we probably
haven’t imagined. It’s a major undertaking to turn out 20,000 people." Staley said.
Each building on campus has

an emergency team trained in assisting with such an evacuation. A
team is led by a senior building
coordinator and an alternate in
case of any problems. Each team
also has a varying number of assistants depending on the size of
the building. Staley said.
The assistant’s job is to check
each floor of the building for any

injured or disabled persons, and
assist them to a stairwell.
A stairwell has an insulated
door and a separate ventilation
system in case there is any kind of
fire in the building. Also, elevators are designed to stop in case of
fire or earthquake, so they cannot
be used.
The assistant then reports to his

or her coordinator who in turn reports to emergency headquarters
in the faculty and staff cafeteria.
The University Police Department
or other emergency services can
be notified from this one central
location, Staley said.
Staley said that the most important part of the drill is to
See QUAKE, page 7

A.S. directors
dispute funding
for celebration
By Rob Neill
Daily staff writer
The Associated Students Board
of Directors gave out almost $4.(X)0 Wednesday to four student
groups, including two who plan to
hold conflicting Cinco de Mayo
celebrations.
The groups, both planning May
3 and 4 celebrations of the Mexican , national holiday, had requested more than $6,000. Directors, including Gina Sutherst,
director of students rights and responsibilities. questioned whether
the amount was appropriate for a
two-day event.
"We gave (less money) for African Awareness Month, and this is
only two days," said Sutherst.
Gamma Zeta Alpha. a newly
formed fraternity uniting Latino
men, was eventually awarded $1.815 for its presentation. President
Juan Tovar had originally requested $5,215, but the amount
was reduced by the board because
of high entertainments costs.

’I don’t think we
can have enough
of these events
when we
(Hispanics) are so
underrepresented.’
Bea Coronado.
director of Non-traditional
Minority Affairs
"We should eighty-six $2,500
of this," said Sutherst when told
by Tovar that a Mariachi band
the highest priced item on the replay for 45
quest would only
minutes.
Nu Kappa Alpha received $1.442 for its party. Both events will
be held on campus at locations that
will be advertised later.
The board had considered not
See MONEY, page 7

SJSU doing its
part for water
conservation Landslide victory for Washington

Jim Mohs Daily staff photographer

Kristi Nowak gives Amex Washington a hug after they received the news that the) %ion the election Thursday night

B Harry Mok

Daily staff writer

By Kevin J. Weil
Daily staff writer

This year. the Bay Area’s fouth
year of drought, means another
summer of water rationing, and the
Santa Clara Valley Water District
will be relying on SJSU to meets
its 20 percent reduction level
through self-discipline.
Water rationing is scheduled to
begin today, and as a result, the
men’s pool has been closed. Automatic cooling tower blowdowns
have been installed, water-conserving shower heads have been
introduced and an irrigation schedule has been adjusted.
Facilities Development and Operations Department staff members
took these conservation steps for
last year’s mandatory water rationing, which saved 34.25 million
gallons.
The facilities department said it
believes the shutdowns and improvements made last year will be
the most effective methods to conserve water this year.
"We’re trying to concentrate on
doing things that won’t impact the
campus," said Mo Qayoumi, director of Facilities Development
and Operations. "If we exhaust all
of these options, then we’ll have to
find some additional places to
cut."
One method of encouraging
conservation has been placing
signs throughout the campus,
meaning that SJSU will be relying
on employees, faculty members
and students to possibly avoid further restrictions.
"All you do is hope that people
are concerned with it and can control their water usage," Qayoumi
said.
Because SJSU doesn’t use metered water, if it is unable to comply with the required reduction
level, there is little the water district can do, according to Teddy

’We’re trying to
concentrate on
doing things
that won’t
impact the
campus.’
Mo Qayourni,
director of Facilities
Development and Operations

Morse, of the Santa Clara Valle
Water District.
Penalties imposed on customers
who do not abide by the reduction
are hard to impose. "There is no
penalty for a place that uses a private well," Morse said.
SJSU is one of many customers.
similar to city and private water
companies, that take water from
600-feet deep. underground wells.
Captured rainfall from reservoirs and imported water is used to
recharge the wells and the water
district collects a fee for the water
replaced.
Imported water is used when the
amount of water being drawn from
the wells exceeds the rainfall captured. "During the drought there is
no water in the reservoir and we
use imported water to recharge,"
Morse said.
Some of the locations that water
is imported from include the State
Water Project, the Federal Central
Valley Project and the San Felipe
Reservoir,
"North East Sierra snowmelt is
also captured in the San Luis Resevoir and pumped to our county
across Pacheco Pass." Morse
See RATION, page 7

Amer Washington won last
week’s Associated Students presidential race by a landslide,
according to preliminary vote
counts released Friday.
Washington’s 1,345 votes
more than doubled the 489 cast
Ibr Jim Walters. David William
Myers II had 195 votes.
A runoff election will be held
Wednesday and Thursday for the
director of business affairs, director of intercultural affairs. director of personnel and director
of sponsored programs races.
The preliminary total on the
amount of votes cast in the elec-

lion was 2,344. The number was
down from 2,411 last year despite the addition of a polling
place at the Monterey County
Center.
Final results of the election
will depend on the resolution of
any appeals that come before the
election board, according to a
statement released.
"I had no idea," Washington
said when asked if he thought he
would win by so much.
"People were saying they
were winning and we were saying we were winning. There’s no
way to tell until the final tally
comes in," Washington said.
Walters current
A.S. vice

I
president said.
got
trounced."
"I hope he knows what’s
ahead of him," Walters said of
Washington. "He doesn’t know
the nuisances and how Byzantine
relations on campus are.
"I’ve been involved for two
years and I’m just beginning to
truly understand how to get
things done."
Washington said his first
priority was to meet with the current A.S. board to find out what
programs it was running and continue those programs.
"I would also like to have a
meeting with those that won and
talk to them and get to know

them."
Myers congratulated Washington for the victory when reached
Friday.
"Now that he is elected, I will
back him 100 percent," he said.
Kristi Nowak’s 1,410 votes
easily outdistanced Vince Rogers’ 489 votes in the vice presidential race.
Several candidates won or
forced runoffs in races with as
little as four votes.
"No one should be able to get
into office with just four votes,"
said election board member
Marie Gan.
No minimum number of votes
See VOTES, page 7

Conference focuses on AIDS education
By Jamie Pitts
and Lawrence J. Salisbury
Daily staff writers

In an attempt to educate SJSU minority
students on the dangers of AIDS, health officials hosted an eight-hour conference last week
titled "AIDS and People of Color."
Targeted at the student population, the
conference was attended by about 300 people.
"I’m satisfied with the turnout, but I wish
people would have had a chance to get more of
the program," said Oscar Battle, SJSU health
educator.
Sala Udin, founder of the San Francisco
AIDS Educators Network set the mood of the
conference as the keynote speaker.
"AIDS is the number one health threat in
the black and Latino communities, in my view.
When they tell you that the number of AIDS
cases is leveling off, you ask them for whom?"
Udin said.
The communities of color are not using
their culture
their greatest weapon to fight
AIDS. Udin said.
Ken Kwok Daily staff photographer
"We’ve lost the sense of group duty beStar of "Family Matters", Jo Marie Payton - cause of our emphasis on self for self s sake."
he said.
France. speaks about AIDS at the conference.

You have to be tough and protect yourself.
"I don’t care about the heat of passion, I care
about the coldness of the grave," Udin said.
In order to reach students. organizers
hoped to use a variety of entertainment and celebrity guests. said Victor Backer, event coordinator.
Guests included Joe Marie Payton-France,
from the television sitcom "Family Matters,"
Alan Moore. who played in the movie "Lethal
Weapon II" and Marc Allen Trujillo. host of
the Spanish-language television show, "Nosotros Now."
Several politicians also spoke, including
state Assemblyman John Vasconcellos.
Discussing her experiences with AIDS.
Payton-France emphasized the importance of
prevention among high-risk minorities.
"I have a brother who is a crack-cocaine
addict and friends who are AIDS victims, and I
worry about them every day. I’m not saying
don’t jump into bed, because I like it as much
as anyone. Just tell that sucker to use a condom," she said. The sparse audience responded
with applause.
See AIDS. page 7
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Letters to the Editor

Non -decision
is disguised

Transfer process is difficult
Editor,
In response to Adam Steinhauer’s column on the
complications involved in transfemng universities. I
can truly sympathize. The column referred to a former
SJSU student. Eric Nelson, who is now attending the
University of California at Los Angeles. He had some
major problems transferring to the University of California system.
Two years ago, as a senior. I transferred here
from San Diego State University. I moved here with
high hopes of acquiring my bachelor’s degree in Business Administration within a short amount of time.
Ha. ha. ha. One would think that transferring within
the CSU system would be a breeze. Not true.
I came here with more than 60 units of credit of
general education only to be told I needed more. After
my transcript evaluation was returned to me, two day
before walk-through registration, I was informed that
I hadn’t satisfied four out of the six general education
sections. I almost had a nervous breakdown. Then I
studied this form, came to my senses, and surmised
that the evaluator must have been on drugs when
doing my evaluation. In order to receive the credit my
transcripts said I was entitled to. I was required to
submit eight petitions. Ah, what a system.
I then discovered that all business majors were
required to have a minor. If any of you have made it to
your senior year without planning a minor, you are
probably like me and don’t have more than two
classes in the same school that could he applied to a
minor.
Two years later. I am finally graduating. I read
the column on the difficulties of transferring and
laughed when I got the part about a new bill that has
been presented which will simplify the transfer process. I am glad that they are finally doing something
about it. I never could understand why two schools in
the same system had such different requirements for
graduation.
Brenda I). Moore
Senior
Business administration

Fullerton’s actions appalling
Editor.
I am another member of those opposed to SJSU
President Gail Fullerton’s so-called intelligent decisions. It seems to me that being the president of a university, Fullerton should me making decsions that are
positive to the students, faculty members and alumni.
Does she know this? I am referring to issues such as:
1)The ludicrous bicycle and skateboard law. I
can live with this law, but I cannot understand the reasons for not immediately installing more bicycle racks
on campus.
2)The raise which Fullerton granted herself. I
know of many members of the faculty who deserve
this raise more than she.
3)Thc newly propsed increase in parking fees.
Give me a break! Isn’t $81 enough money to shell out
for a "hunting license?"
4)The ridiculous decision to release Coach Gilbert of his position. This decision sparked me to write
this letter. I am a devoted fan of the SJSU football
team and I cannot believe the lack of concern for the
football program in her decision. Recruiting junior
college players is not a crime. Coach Gilbert has done
more for the football program than any other coach.
He has made tough decisions in his career (the release
of Johnny Johnson last season), but the players still
respect him and work their hardest to please him and
their school.
I sincerely hope that Gilbert fights this battle the
same way he fought to win last season and will stop at
nothing to get his position back. If the Spartan fixation team performs badly next season, it will not be
their fault, but Fullerton’s. Her decision was unfair to
Coach Gilbert, the players and the students wo enjoy
football games. I was hoping for a perfect season in
my senior year and I hope to get it.
I hope Fullerton recognizes the animosity she has
received because it all comes for good reason Something must change soon.
Suzanne 1.os ko
Ju nilir
English/technical writing
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By Sylvia D. Ulloa

THE Event Center at San Jose State
SO.
University. is "such a bland name,"
according to A.S. President Scott Santantll Ca

Honesty not always the best policy

Try telling us something we don’t know.
Now the Student Union Board of Directors, of which Santandrea is a member, wants to
separately name the main arena of the Event
Center.
Santandrea said that "there was a need fin
for athletic purposes."
a
a name at the
udarena
withthat.
il tcano agreelsouwnidt
ridiculous for an announcei
would
to say. "The action’s getting hot here at the
Event Center at San Jose State University."
A few of the names that the board will he
considering will be the Washington Square Garden, Washington Square Arena and Washington
Square Pavilion.
But one of the rationales for the generic rec
center name was that SUBOD did not want a
name that would identify it as a sports complex.
They said they were concerned that concert pm ’miters might shy away from booking a concert
in a sports arena.
As we all know, concerts were supposed
to be a major source of revenues. The arena was
modified specifically to accommodate them. I
guess since the Event Center has been unable to
book a major concert anyway, it doesn’t matter
anymore.
I can’t say that I like the new name.
NOW,
the board is debating, they sound pretty
hokey to me, but at least they show a
modicum of imagination. The names also have
some connection to campus.
As long as the Student Union board may
go with "arena" in the name, it should try
"Spartan arena." It is a simple name. Maybe
even a bit plain. But we are Spartans, and the
center was paid for by the students.
It seems appropriate that the Spartan bus
ketball team and other groups play in the Spartan arena.
This and other suggestions will probably
be ignored because the board has disregarded
suggestions made by the students of this campus.
With student representatives on the board.
perhaps they have a right to.
But. I can’t agree with the roundabout way
SUBOD has gone about changing its unimaginative decision.
Naming only a portion of the Event Center
is just a way for SUBOD to make up for its non name without actually having to admit that the
name the board chose was dull.
I would have a lot more respect for the
hoard members if they were upfront and said
they wanted one more shot at renaming the
arena, and not try to weasel out of bad decision.
Sylvia Ulloa is an Associate Editor

for this company?
Of course, you’ve already been
to five companies earlier in the
morning. But remember, everybody wants to feel special. "I
really think I can fit in well here at
Procter and Gamble. I have used
your bath soaps for years."
What are your strengths?
Rehash the boy scout mottos,
preferably in a different order.
What are your weaknesses?
Remember, don’t answer hon(Or girl scout) mottos (thrifty, estly. "I have trouble getting along
with people who don’t work
brave, prepared, honest. . .)
You want to lie, but not about hard," is a good one. "I have a
facts that can be checked. For in- tendencx td bring work home with
stance: don’t say that you have me and ignore my family." is angraduated from Harvard summa other safe bet.
What books have you read lacum laude and have just returned
from a field study in Nairobi unless tely?
you actually have. Lying like a dog
Interviewers will ask you a
involves showing the employer question like this to throw you off
guard. Be prepared. "I’m OK,
You’re OK" and "The Marijuana
Cookbook" are not appropriate responses unless you are applying
for a position in Santa Cruz. OtherLying like a dog
cite Lee lacocca’s autobioginvolves showing the wise,
raphy.Personnel specialists call the
process of interviewing "selling
employer that you
yourself." The term couldn’t be
Letters to the Editor
are an active and
more accurate. You sell yourself
both figuratively and literally. But
wonderful person,
be careful not to begin to believe
even though you
what you say in the interveiw.
Editor,
Don’t believe that you always
probably aren’t.
This letter is in response to the article on parking
wanted to be an assistant manager
at a clothing store or a salesperson permits and SJSU’s plan to increase their cost. What)
first thought when I read that article is probably not tit
of dental equipment.
to print so I will try to express my thoughts in a more
To avoid schizophrenia, I sugthat you are an active and wondereloquent manner why is the student once again, being
ful person, even though you proba- gest a reality check after each in- forced to
pay for poor management? Apparently, beterview.
On
the
way
home,
aren’t.
loosen
bly
cause of 20 forged or stolen permits, (out of 12,0(8)your
tie
and
for
in
a
repeat
looking
the
are
you
following:
What
"I, John or Jane Doe, am not 13,000) the students ae going to have to cough up
job?
really
sure what I want out of life more money for a permit which doesn’t assure one of
We all know that you really
getting a parking place anyway.
don’t know what you are looking yet. Although I have just said I
Harold Manson, manager of traffic and parking.
for. But to answer this question have always wanted to sell dental says that
forged permits "will cost us all." I’d like to
successfully, you have to sum up equipment. I lied. I lied because I know what
it’s going to cost you, Mr. Manson. The
with something. Anything. Of live in a capitalistic system where I only thing
I can tell is that the permits aren’t the only
course, that anything must be a job am not guaranteed employment. things
being ripped off. I’d like to know where the
that is available at the company Lying is the only way to get a good revenue
which is generated (more than one million
job."
you are applying.
dollars) from the sale of permits and daily passes
What makes you want to work Nick Fisher is a Daily staff writer
going. If the problem is stolen parking permits, hov.
raising the price of one going to stop it from being
Letters to the Editor
ripped off?
People
Since you brought up the subject of the Phil- ford them who steal the permits probably can’t afat the current price. Manson also acknowlippines, how did the army get to the Philippines? edges
that
Wasn’t the Spanish-American War the direct result of time, but forgeries have been a problem for some
that "this semester it seems to be an crude
the media campaign by two journalists to sell papers? mic of it
Editor,
(sic)." If 20 people out of 12,000 had cold,
Yes, another letter in the on-going saga of ROTC Inflaming American passion against the Spanish Em- would that
be an
and coverage in the media. This one is for you, Mr. pire was the method of choice. That means that the problems might epidemic? By raising prices, mill,
be created than solved.
Weinberg. Next time you want to list a bunch of dates media bares some of the burden of what the army does
Let’s look at some other points Manson mak,and blame the U.S. Army for all of them, make sure and where it goes.
He compares the theft of permits to shoplifting in R
Thank God that civilians run the military? Aren’t tail
you have the right dates. Yes, the U.S. Army did
stores. First of all, the percentage of shoplifting in
crush the revolt in the Philippines, but the rest of the these the same civilians that sent the U.S. Army to retail stores
is much higher than a fraction of one percivilcharming
nice,
those
Vietnam,
Costa
involve
list
Rica
and
to
any
place
that
the
profit
of
you
dates that
cent which is roughly the percentage of permits stoAmerican business are threatend? Gee, wasn’t it that len.
ians in the CIA.
Vietnam: this issue could fill the letters to the ed- protector of human rights, John F. Kennedy, that supSecondly. I had no idea parting and operations
itor for the rest of the semester with the feelings of pressed the report from Joint Chiefs of Staffs that was set up
to make a profit off of the students. Manboth sides on the war. It is just easier to say that the stated the generals felt that any conflict in Indochina son also
proposes increasing the $10 replacement fee
situation for human rights in Vietnam today is less couldn’t be won by military means. Yes, it makes me for lost or
stolen permits. Well, if the student is going
than acceptable. Read Amnesty International’s report feel safe that the men and women that control the mili- to pay more
for a permit, let’s penalize him again by
on the violation of human rights by the civilian au- tary have been subsidized by corporate America.
instituting a higher replacement fee. Gee, what s
Finally, the American military only numbers 1.3 wrong
thorities in Vietnam.
with this point.
The U.S. Army has spilled lost of blood for and million people. Are we, the American people, so
Next
against the protection of human rights. The army lost weak that 1.2 million soldiers decide the size of the users of point, the university plans on "prohibiting
fraudulent permits from buying a legitimate
300,000 soldiers during the Civil War to liberate budget and foreign policy? If you don’t like the army one for one
blacks from slavery. It was also the same army that going overseas, that Congress has told the military they weren’tsemester." That’s pretty stiff considering
using a legitimate permit in the first
wiped the Native Americans from the plains after the they don’t have to allow homosexuals into the military place.
Civil War. Further, the U.S. Army was used to escort or the course of foreign policy vote! Blame ConThe whole idea of raising prices to combat theft
black students to school at Little Rock. Also, these gress and the President. But then again, it is easier to is ridiculous.
Let’s either lower the prices or get tough
same soldiers were used to quell the riots by blacks in complain than to get up and take action.
on the people who get caught using them.
Ron Burton
Detroit. The army is nothing more than an arm of the
Dan Martin
federal government. It is easier to blame those that are
Senior
Senior
History
enforcing government policy than those that make it.
Liberal studies
In high school, it was easy to get
a job. Chances were that if you had
a pulse, you found yourself in
polyester fatigues before you could
query, "Is that for here or to go?"
But once in college, whether
you are looking for a well -paying
summer job, an internship or just a
place to spend your days after
graduation, getting a job becomes
much more complicated.
Resumes, job fairs, networking
and Tylenol are all part of the jobhunting process. And of course. so
is the employment interview.
My strategy for success in the
job interview requires the application of three principles: dress well,
smile and lie like a dog.
There are books written on how
to dress for success. But the
"Reader’s Digest" version is this:
If you are a man, wear a blue suit
with a red tie; if you are a woman.
dress like a man.
Smiling invovles lying. Simply
pretend that your are excited about
"having the opportunity to discuss
your qualifications."
But lying like a dog is an art. It
involves responding cooly and appropriately to an extensive battery
of questions.
The best way to prepare is to anticipate the questions and memorize the appropriate responses.
Here are some of the questions that
you will be asked:
Tell me about yourself.
Every interviewer begins with
open-ended
questions
or
statements. This is good for you
because almost anything you say
will make some sense, but it also
provides the most opportunity for
you to screw up. "I’m a Scorpio,"
is not an appropriate response
here.
The best approach is to rattle off
the list of clubs compiled for your
resume. Name all of the meaningless titles that you have ever held.
(A.S. elections are over. Maybe
next year.) Rattle off the boy scout
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Put blame in its proper place

Permit price increase unfair
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SpariaGurde is a daily calendar
avai/abI- to SJSU student faculty
and stall organizations at no charge
Forms are available in the Daily
newsroom Wahlguist Library North
Room 104 and at the Information
Center of the Student Union The
deadline for entries is 10 a m No
nhone-in items will be accepted
TODAY
GOLDEN KEY NATIONAL HONOR SOCIETY: Fundraising baked goods and creative chocolates 8 a m to noon in front of
S U Call 779-9262 board meeting 1 30
pm SU Montalvo Call 295-0415
A.S. INTER CULTURAL STEERING COMMTTEE: Food Bazaar meeting. 3pm.SU
Montalvo
PHI ALPHA THETA: Annual Book sale
930 a m to 3 30 p m
SJS STUDENTS FOR LIFE: Meeting, new
members welcome. 630 pm. S U Montalvo Room Call 926-1662

am to3 30pm
PSI CHI HONOR SOCIETY: Biweekly Out
meeting 2 prim Psi DI, lounge OUR 33’
Call 243 9854
STUDENT AFFLIATION FOR ENVIRONMENTAL RESPECT: Meeting 5 prim Ens
momenta! Resource Center DWI 235A
Call 924-5467

Lunchtime music series
comes to Concert Hall
Its Lisa tuellrai
stall writer

Spring is well known for the
passionate fervor, or fever, for
life, love and leisure it brings.
SJSU’s music department has
THURSDAY
caught this fever and wants to
CAREER PLANNING AND PLACEMENT share it with the rest of the camCENTER: Careers for Environmental stud- pus.
ies majors 9 a m S U Almaden. Co-op
The music department is holding
orientation 1 30pm SU Guadalupe Cal its fourth annual "Concert On The
924-6030
Steps" program in front of the
Concert Hall beginning Tuesday
OTHER
and continuing each Tuesday until
STUDENT CALIF. TEACHERS’ ASSOCIAthe end of the spring semester.
TION: General Meeting 9 am . SH 331
The department is calling it
Call 270-0469
-Fine Kleine ’lunch’ musik."or
ACADEMIC VICEPRESIDENT’S OF-. "a little lunch music," a German
ACE: Open forum. Dr Lela Limns. Candi- title taken from a tune by Mozart
date for Associate AVP Undergraduate called, "A Little Night Music."
Studies. 4 p m Eng 285 Call 924-2404
It’s "just a little springtime ritBLACK MASQUE: Meetings. 730 pm. ual," said Karen Barbour, secreApril 24, Helens House. Pot luck dinner s- tary at the music department. She
crapbook. 6 p m April 29, Helen’s House; said the department wanted to do
Change of application deadline by 3 p.m., something for the university comBox 125, April 23 Call 554-9332
munity in the spring, and free con-

Possible new department
may take power from Bush

cens in beautiful weather would do
it.
Professor Nilsson. of the music
department, said the concerts always draw a big audience and that
it’s great exposure for the students
performing.
"It’s tun to sit out on the grass.
have lunch and hear good music...
Nilsson said.
Performances begin Tuesday at
noon with the "Robustus Brass
Ensemble" and Dixieland Band.
Next week, the SJSU Concert
Choir, a major ensemble of about
70 students, will perform in the
steps concerts for the first time.
They ’re likely to draw a large
crowd. Barbour said.
Other performances will include
the SJSU Latin Jazz Ensemble. a
Junior Piano Recital by Laurel
Litchfield, the SJSU String Quartet. with Professor Robert Sayre on
cello, and the SJSU Flute Ensemble.
"They’re all special." Barbour
said, but explained that in general.
the jazz performances attract a bigl!er crowd.

TUESDAY
CHEMISTRY DEPARTMENT: Final M S
Seminar -- Steve Feria. Analysis of Medium
Effects in the Solvolysis of Adamantyl Compounds 4 30 p m DH 135 Call 924-5000
CAMPUS CRUSADE FOR CHRIST: Christianity on Trial 7 05 p m Engineering Auditorium Call 294-4249
YesterDaily
PHI ALPHA THETA: Distortions of U S History. a talk by Dr Dowd, noon. S U GuadaBecause many students are ;tot ecutmsc Assiatant ’Foul Boothe
lupe Room Call 971-8256
on campus every day. YesterDaily found that the Instructionally ReCAREER PLANNING AND PLACEMENT
provides readers with a recap of
lated Fees are "overdue" for an
CENTER: Resume I resume preparation, the previous day’s top stories.
230 p.m . S U Almaden; Interview preparaThe Student Union Board of Di- increase. SJSU’s IRA fee is $5 a
tion. noon. S U Almaden. Call 924-6030.
rectors is considering names for semester, the lowest of the 20 CaliPHI ALPHA THETA: Annual book sale, 9:30 the Event Center’s main arena,
fornia State University campuses.
am to330pm
Names such as Washington Square
proposal to raise the fee to SI 5
A
Garden
Square
PSI CHI HONOR SOCIETY: Bi-weekly club Arena, Washington
meeting. 4 30 p.m., Psi Chi Lounge, DMH and Washington Square Pavilion per semester was discussed.
were discussed by the baord.
337 Call 243-9854
ECONOMICS STUDENTS ASSOCIATION: SUBOD has not yet come to a decision though. A preliminary deadMeeting 4 30 p ni S U Almaden Room
line for the name has been set for
WEDNESDAY
April 17.
FANTASY AND STRATEGY CLUB: Open
Gaming. 6 pm to 11 pm. SU Costanoan
A report composed by A S Fv
Room Call 924-7097.
ARMY ROTC: Bunny Shoot, April 4. 10 a.m.
to 4:30 p m.. MacOuarrie Hall.
Transparencies
Presentations
DEPARTMENT OF METEOROLOGY:
Kodak Copies
Sales Flyers
Displays
Seminar Vertically Nested Regional NumerSelf Service
Even Copy From
Charts/Graphs
ical Weather Prediction Model, 4 p.m., OH
20 Pound White Paper
615. Call 924-5200.
Desktop Publishing
Open Early, Late, & Weekends
CAREER PLANNING AND PLACEMENT:
Self Service
Law information day. 11 a.m. to 3 p.m., S.U.
$6.00/hr
Macintosh SE30
Umunhum; Career exploration by computer.
30r/page
Laser Writer NTX
295-4336
230 p.m., BC 13; Summer job hunting tech91 E. Santa Clara St,
niques, 5:30 p.m S U. Almaden. Call 924310 S. Third St.
Between 2nd & 3rd
6030
San Jose, CA 95113
(Across from McDonald’s)
(408 971-9 200
PHI AL141Allftfle ’Annul book sale, 9:30

WASHINGTON (API -Congress 1% sailing toward creation of a new Department of
the Environment. but the proposal may run into trouble at the
White House.
The House voted 371-55 on
Wednesday to elevate the Environmental Protection Agency to
Cabinet level. The move is intended to give the agency
greater prestige and influence
within the administration.
President Bush has said he
wants to sign such a measure on
Earth Day, April 22. But the
White House strongly Opposes
parts of the House bill, saying

would give full autonomy it) a
new Bureau of Environmental
Statistics within the department,
including a requirement that
none of its technical reports
would be subject to administration review .
Officials suggested that Bush
might veto the measure if the
parts the administration opposes
are not deleted by- the Senate or
in a conference committee that
%kill produce the final version.

REM RUGS
VARIETY DISCOUNT STORE
till E. Santa Clara Street, San Jose, CA 951 la
(Corner of Santa Oara & 915s8.,
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If you are persevering, responsible, dependable, able
to work with others and can communicate clearly
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ONEORIGINAL
MEDIUM CHEESE

’9.99

TWO ORIGINAL
MEDIUM CHEESE
Add the toppings of your choice
for Just a little extra. Coupon
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DOMINO’S
PAN PIZZAT"

8.99

ONE PAN PIZZA WITH
ONE TOPPING

13.99

TWO PAN PIZZAS EACH
WITH ONE TOPPING
Additional toppingsextra.
Coupon required.
Expires: 4/24/90
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BREAK
SPECIAL)
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Get a large pizza with your choice
of two toppings for only $10.99.
Additional toppings extra
Coupon required.
Expires: 4/2.4t557.
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SJSU volleyball team heads
for April national competition
by Stroc) C. Olsen
Daily Ste writer
The SJSU volleyball club is in
its first season as a member of the
Northern California Collegiate
Club
Volleyball
League
( NCCCVL).
And this month the team will be
traveling to Knoxville. Tenn. for
the national competition.
One of its most meaningful victories was a 3-2 grudge match
against the Menlo College Knights
on March 23.
Emotion and intensity were the
keys in SJSU’s triumph.
’We were out for revenge and
we got it," said outside hitter Glen
Lynch.
"The last time we played them
(Menlo) we lost in five, we should
have won. This time we did."
The teams went point-for-point
in the begining of the first game
until a fake kill by SJSU middle
blocker Jason Seharpf seemed to
swing the momentum in the club’s
favor.
SJSU easily finished off the first
game 15-8.
San Jose quickly fell behind in
the second game, trailing by as
many as six points despite the boisterous support from the bench.
While the Menlo bench remained quiet and seated, the SJSU
bench jumped up and down.
Kelley Chinn Daily stele writer
clapped rhythmically, and shouted
SJSU’s Doug Minagawa returns a shot during the volleyball club’s 3-2 "Let’s go State."
match victory over Sonoma State. ’the win avenged an earlier loss.
With as much energy as the
"Arsenio Hall Show audience,
the guys on the bench loudly chanted "roof, root"’ every time their

Team must sell cookies
to raise needed funds
NORMAN, Okla. (AP)
University of Oklahoma women basketball players were told to sell
cookies when they asked for university funds to promote their
games, a player in the newly
cancelled program says.
"They get millions of dollars,
and they want us to sell cookies,"
Tammy Rogers told players and
supporters who rallied on campus
Thursday to protest the cancellation.
Gm. Henry BeIlium meanw hil
ctrabour IticzArn nat ion .
"It doesn’t bother me. he told
The Tulsa World on Thursday.
"They’ll still have intramural basketball, won’t they?
"We have never had total equality in women’s athletics, and 1
don’t know that we ever will

have," he said. "They don’t have
the same opportunity now. There
is no women’s baseball or women’s wrestling.
"I guess there is women’s mud
wrestling," Bellmon said.
Athletic Director Donnie Duncan announced Wednesday that the
recently ended 16th season of the
woman’s team would be its last.
Money from the program would go
to other women’s sports, Duncan
said.
Player Sharon Webster said the
team would look for relief from the
university decision in Title IX, the
federal code that mandates equal
opportunities for men and women
in school sports.
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Open Mike Comedy
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John Morton Scholarship available to children
of current Hewlett Packard employees.
Must be of Sophomore standing or higher
during the 90-91 academic year at SJSU.
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Co-sponsored by
Associated Students
Leisure Services

FRIDAY
The Megatones
SATURDAY
JD. Blu Band
Grill Hours:
11 am-7:30pm
World Famous Burgers
51558 Stevens Crk. at
Lawrence
(Behind the Shane Co.)

408 296-9219
Entry Deadline:
April 21

SETUP
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F
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$$$

150 Summer Campus Positions Available
Cleaning and repairing of Housing Facilities
Great jobs for students and others’
Must be at least 16 years of age.

G40, Nov
SERVICES

307 Town and Country Village
Palo Alto, CA (415) 322-9911
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Go for th a Gold
A.S. Leisure Services
4th Annual Golden Egg Hunt
Find the $200 Grand Prize certificate
donated by Spartan Shops or find one
of the many Silver Egg prizes from:

1’1
A.

San, fr,

We.

Pick up clues now through Fnday in the
Student Activities & Services Office
between the University Room
and the Pub
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Questions? Call 924 5950
Associated Students Leisure Services
/N funded by Associated Student-,

Enter your 4 person (2 man, 2
team in the Pepsi Collegiate
Volleyball Challenge. If your team gets
past the regionals, you’ll compete in
the Northern California Collegiate
Championship at Santa Cruz Main
Beach, where top teams will win
Honda motor scooters or other
great prizes.
Also enter the V-ball sweeps,
where anybody could win a
woman)

f’

1990 PEPSI COLLEGIATE rmi
agilVOMBALL CHALLENGE Win MI
Pp. and Pops. Colo Or. rowstored ff odonorks

PopsfCo Inc

Full

k wenenceid Cashier /Corwosh Help
Apply in

dig followed by a spectacular kill
to help the club take the advantage
At 13-all a kill by Lynch ww,
called on the line. The Menlo play
ers protested the call while the
happy cheers of the 47-person
crowd in the gym belied their small
number.
San Jose went on to win the
game 15-13 and the match 3-2.
SJSU coach Don Petrilli wa.
happy with the results but thought
that the club’s play could ha%e
been better.

South Bay Regions - San Jose State University

"We just want equal rights. We
want a chance," Webster said.

FASMASH

hlockers successfully blocked a
shot.
SJSU came baCk strong and
pulled even with the Knights at !tall and again at 14-all, only to lose
the second game 14-16.
Constantly trailing Menlo. SJSU
was forced to play catch-up
throughout the third game.
The Spanans were down 9-10
when, during a time out, the team
huddled and yelled "intensity" before resuming play. The club
didn’t give up another point and
went on to take the third game 1510.
SJSU took a quick lead in the
fourth game shooting ahead 4-1. A
series of missed digs, kills into the
net and balls served out by SJSU
helped Menlo dominate the remainder of the game and win 5-15.
Some scorching kills by middle
blocker Dave Emigh and outside
hitter Brian Micheletti helped
SJSU keep the score close in the
fifth game. At seven-all SJSU setter Ron Ladrillono made a great

California Carwash

1990 Mitsubishi Eclipse, or one of the
many other great prizes, Look for
posters on campus or check with
your intramural sports office for
complete details.
Go to your nearest participating
Taco Bell. Restaurant for $2.00 off your
team registration fee.
So set up your friends and score
big during the 1990 Pepsi Collegiate
Volleyball Challenge.

KEN WOOD
TACO n BIT7PAELL.
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Small town gymnast flips for SJSU
By Jamie Pitts
Daily staff writer
. For the fair -skinned, freckled
gymnast who looks as if she just
stepped off the set of "Little
House on the Prairie" consistency
was the ticket from small town
Fort Collins, Colo. to California.
"She almost always does beyond the assignment and that’s unusual," said Jackie Walker, SJSU
women’s gymnastics coach.
Walker hopes Katie Burke’s
work ethic will rub off on the rest
of the team. Burke is a solid gymnast because of the extra work she
does, Walker said.
But the additional exercises she
does are not all self-motivated,
Burke said.
"Most of the girls on the team
are better than me, so when I see
them doing a trick, it makes me
want to do what they’re doing,"
she said.
Before getting an offer from
SJSU, Burke said Arizona State
was at the top of her list.
"I applied really late. When
(SJSU) offered me a place on the
team and said I could compete, everything came together," she said.
"San Jose was more of a city
than I thought it was because I was
from a small town," said Burke, a
freshman at SJSU.
Burke’s strongest event is the
un-even bars, she said, because it’s
her most consistent event.
"She’s a real consistent performer. When I put her in we know
what we’re going to get," Walker
said.
The floor exercise is the event
Burke considers her weak spot.
"I like to dance but I have a
hard time showing it," she said.
Saturday was the last meet of the
season and although the team
hadn’t worked out as much as it
h,ad previously, it felt a lot of pressure to do well, Burke said.
But the team has a ritual which
helps it relieve tension during
Workouts.
"To make us smile while we’re
doing our routines, we gather
.tiound the floor and make faces
and yell weird things" at the gymnast doing her floor routine. Burke
said.
Burke’s parents and her former
coach were at the team’s Mar. L’
ince( against UC Davis.

‘To make us smile
while we’re doing
our routines, we
. . . make faces
and yell weird
things.’
Katie Burke,
SJSU gymnast
"We were real pleased and excited. It was the first time we had
seen her compete since high
school," Burke’s father. Jim, said.
But he still get knots in his stomach when he sees Katie performing
some of the more difficult moves,
he said.
Ron Barrette, owner of Mountain Gymnastics in Fort Collins
and Burke’s former coach, was in
San Jose with his students for the
annual Gym Fest meet, which was
the reason Burke first visited Cali-

;
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lornia a year ago, he said.
’I feel like San Jose State has
been really good for Katie," Beretta said.
Burke was not always serious
about competing in gymnastics,
Jim Burke said.
"In the last couple of years of
high school she became really serious with competition," he said.
Competitive gymnastics takes
dedication and often times a social
life is sacrificed. Thus, some gymnasts dropout during high school,
her dad said. ’When most of the
girls were dropping out, she stayed
in. Gymnastics is her life." her father said.
"It’s just a neat experience
being a part of something in college," Burke said
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Freshman Katie Burke holds her
ouvn on the uneven bars In SJSU’s
meet against Cal-Poly San I.uis
Obispo and Southern Utah State.

2480 Manning Way 312 Sutter Strwt

11144-11604

421-3473

Calhoun named Coach of the Year;
first Big East coach to win AP award
balloting conducted before the
NCAA tournament. He easily
outdistanced Kansas’ Roy Williams. who received 83 votes.
and Michigan State’s Jud Heathcote with /10.

onnecliDEN \ 1k API
cut’s Jim Calhoun, who led the
Huskies from preseason alsorans in the Big East title and
within one game of the NCAA
tournament’s Final Four, was
named college basketball coach
of the year today by The Associated Press.
Calhoun, the first Big East
coach to win the award, received 194 s,fics in nationwide

Connecticut
was
picked
eighth in preseason voting by
the Big East’s nine coaches as
Calhoun began his fourth season
with the Huskies.
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Mandarin & Stechuan Cuisine
Box Lunches To Go
Lunch and Dinner

/

Open Daily
11.30ens-9130Inn
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294-3303 or 998-9427

131 E. Jackson Street
6 Blocks North of Santa Clara - - Between 3rd and 4th Street

LET’S-GO’

Come hear a free Christian Science lecture
on prayerful resolution of conflict.

GOD’S LOVE DOESN’T
TAKE SIDES
Given by Ann C. Stewart of Los Altos, Cal.
11:30 AM Thursday, April 5,1990
SJSU Student Union - Guadalupe Room

The Smart
Way to See
More and
Spend Less

Whether you’re missing the I SA, touring
Mexico, or venturing to Europe. you see
the most fascinating sites and get the
most from your dollar with today’s bestselling budget travel series ters
takes you off the beaten path. "away from
the clutter and crowds" (Houston Postl

DID YOU KNOW?

You can attend a concert performance
in Budapest tor as lithe as 50e
One of the friendliest B P. B s in Scotland
only costs £450 a night
Breakfast can be FREE in Las Vegas
There’s an all -you-can-eat luncheon in
Honolulu for under $4
You can ride a loaned bike FREE in Tunn
There are untouristed, unspoiled
beaches and ruins near the Yucatan’s
most popular resorts
...and much much more!

"Value packed unbeatable, accurate and
Los 4nge4es !Imes
comprehen+Ire"

INC
Eleven guides revised and updated every year!
sa E mope /Ivaco Brush. I Irebtorl

HARVARD STUDENT AGENCIES,
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America’s oddest and largest
student/budget travel organizetlool

Travel
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BERKELEY SAN FRANCISCO
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A. CHINESE CUISINE - - FOOD TO GOv

Tear
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Mrs. Stewart is member of the Christian Science Board of lectureship
Sponsored by the Christian Science Organisation at San no State University.
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Wherever you are, whatever you are doing
on Tuesday, April 3 at 10 a.m.
Duck, Cover and Hold for 30 seconds, then Evacuate!
On April 3 San Jose State University joins thousands of other public and private schools
and colleges, state agencies, organizations and businesses in kicking off California
Earthquake Preparedness Month. When you hear the alarm in your building...

DUCK

COVER

HOLD

DUCK or drop down to the floor

Take COVER under a sturdy desk,
table or other furniture If that is not
possible, seek COVER against an
interior wall and protect your head and
neck with your arms Avoid danger
spots near windows, hanging oblects,
mirrors or tall furniture

If you take cover under a sturdy piece
of furniture. HOLD on to it and be
prepared to move with it HOLD the
position until the ground stops shaking
and it is safe to move

...then evacuate to your designated asserribly area.
Please...
Follow the directions of Building Emergency Team and
Public Safety Personnel.
Take your personal possessions with you do not
leave purses, backpacks or books in your classroom.
Return to your classroom as soon as your
Building Emergency Team coordinator instructs you to do so.
STATE

UNIVERSITY

Department of Public Safety Emergency Preparedness Program
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No place like home
Customers bid final farewell to Manny s Cellar
Three days before it shutdown, more than 54/0 people
passed through Manny’s Cellar
to visit a favorite watering hole
for one of the last times.
Regulars and even some firsttimers came to visit Manny’s.
for the last Thursday night
a
night when the bar is overrun
with SJSU students.
"I hope another club will realize that there’s a market for
this type of thing," said SJSU
senior Paul Scott. "The basics that’s all it offers."
Some people came for dinner
and stayed through the night as
a constant flood of people
poured into Manny’s. At 10:30
p.m.. Manny’s had to close its
doors. The line of about 40 people still waiting to get in weaved
around the corner.
Inside, the bar was loud .and
crowded. "I heard it was clos-

ing down." said Steve Barlow,
a 1987 SJSU graduate who used
to hang out at Manny’s. "I
thought I’d come see it one last
time."
Sigma Chi, Pi Kappa Alpha
and Alpha Tau Omega were a
few of the fraternities represented among the college
crowd.
The sentiment of most customers was the same the
club was home and they were
sad to see it go.
"You come here and you
know so many people," said
Nadine Gonzalez, a chiropractic
student at Palmer College of
Chiropractic West. who has frequented Manny’s for about six
months. "It’s like a big family," she said.
And to most of its patrons,
Manny’s is a bar that can’t be
replaced.

It you try to take what you
have here in Manny’s, somewhere else, u won’t be the
sante, said SJSU sophomore
Julio Castillo.
Others were trying to figure
out where they would hang out
in the future. "I’m wondering
what’s going to go on next
Thursday night," said sophomore Greg Quiadrini, who implied he might end up at the Dug
Out on Post Street.
From behind the bar, bartender Cheri Abernethy stood
up to get the crowd’s attention.
Her loud whistle quickly hushed
the crowd.
"Manny’s Cellar is going to
re-open," she yelled. She told
the customers to look at the
house to the left of Manny’s as
they exited the bar. That would
he the new Manny’s, she said.
The crowd cheered.

Mary Morello Daily staff pholographe

Patrons 01 N fanny ’s Cellar hang around outside and talk. The bar off’
cialfr closed Sunda at 2 a.m.

Story by:
Barbara Langley
Photographs by:
Samanda Dorger
and
Mary Morello

Bouncers Chris Johnson, center, and Dine
N1inton, right, viork the back door of Nlann)’s

Samanda Dorger Daily staff photographer
Cellar every Thursday night to keep people from
sneaking in without identification.

Samanda Dorger

FDA regulations to be tougher
The Food
BOSTON (AP)
and Drug Administration is hoping
for a consensus among health experts and food companies on how
to make sure consumers striving
for health and fitness aren’t fooled
by product labels and advertising.
Executives from some of the
country’s largest food corporations
met Thursday with federal officials
at a conference prompted by FDA
proposals to tighten regulation of
food health claims.
"We’re trying to define boundaries so consumers can believe
what’s on that label," said Fred
Shank, the agency’s director for
food safety and applied nutrition.
At the heart of the debate: a con-

flict over what diet and health messages should be allowed on food
packaging and who should set the
standards.
"It’s clear that the current situation must change. Otherwise, the
bad messages may drive out the
good," said Frank Young, deputy
secretary for the Department of
Health and Human Services.
The FDA hoped for agreement
with the food industry, national
health experts and other policy
makers by today’s wrap-up of the
Tufts University -sponsored conference. The FDA plans to institute
new regulations by year’s end.
Health and Human Services
Secretary Louis Sullivan an-

Poindexter evidence
strong, prosecuter says
V4 AN I I 1NGTON (AP) --The said NA, chh
Poindexter is accused of conprosecutor in John Poindexter’s
trial said today evidence that the cealing from Congress Oliver
former national security adviser North’s secret military assisengaged in a coverup of the tance to the Contras and the
Iran-Contra scandal is powerful U.S. role in a November 1985
shipment of Hawk missiles to
and convincing.
"I don’t know what John Iran. The shipment was ratified
Poindexter’s defense is to the by a politically embarrassing
charges in this indictment," presidential document that Poinprosecutor Dan Webb told the dexter destroyed hours after allegedly lying to Congress.
12 jurors in closing arguments.
The defense case appears to
Webb said the defense had
be "largely irrelevant." said engaged in a "scatter gun. let’s
Webb.
throw mud against the wall,
Webb said that if the jurors at let’s see what happens" apPoindexter’s trial sat in 1,000 proach.
cases, they would "never find
"That type of defense insults
evidence more powerful and your intelligence." Webb told
more convincing."
the jury.
The defense witnesses inWhen the defense rested
cluded former President Rea- Tuesday after calling 15
witgan, who Webb said "didn’t nesses, Webb called no
rebuttal
have the slightest clue whether witnesses for the government.
John Poindexter did or did not
"There was nothing to
participate" in the crimes he is rebut," said Webb.
accused of committing.
North, whose 31/2 days of tesIn two days of videotaped testimony, Reagan was questioned timony was the centerpiece of
by defense attorney Richard the case against Poindexter.
Beckler about his various meet- "was right in the middle of it,"
ings with foreign leaders in sup- said the prosecutor.
port of the Nicaraguan Contras.
Granted immunity from pros"For the life of me I could ecution, North "had to go on
not understand what that had to the witness stand whether he
do with the issues in this case." wanted to or not." said Webb.

nounced the proposed regulations
last month, calling them a "midcourse correction" of rules that
have allowed food sellers to make
health claims since 1987, when the
Reagan administration abandoned
a long-standing prohibition against
such claims.
The proposal generally would
let companies make certain health
claims that are backed up by studies by the Surgeon General and the
National Academy of Sciences.
Other claims would be allowed
only in certain circumstances.
The policy would allow health
claims about fiber and colon cancer, fiber and heart disease, fats
and cancer, fats and heart disease.

Daily staff photographer

Bartender Cheri Abernethy is kept extra busy on
Thursday nights serving drinks to SJSU students.

sodium and high blood pressure,
and calcium and osteoporosis, a
softening of the bones found in the
elderly.
"There are shortcomings, but
we know there’s an immense interest on the part of the public for information and we’re glad to see
some movement on that end," said
Luther C. McKinney, a senior vice
president of the Quaker Oats Co.,
which found itself caught in the debate over the cholesterol-lowering
powers of oat bran.
"We simply want to argue
strongly for federal uniformity. If
we’re going to have a meaningful
national market, we can’t deal with
50 different regulations."

Drunken driver’s
weekly payments
too much to bear
said he is haunted by Susan HerFAIRFAX, Va. (AP) For the
drunken driver and the parents of zog’s death and tormented by the
the teen-age girl he killed. $1 a payments.
week is the price for getting on
"It’s like I’m not purposely not
writing them because I want to
with the rest of their lives.
"I told the kid face-to-face, if /defy the court and I’m trying to
you want to get on with your life hurt the Herzogs. I just don’t feel
and never see me again, just put a good. It hurts." he said, weeping.
This was the fourth time in eight
dollar in the mail every Friday,"
years that the Herzogs, both active
said Louis Herzog.
Susan Herzog was 18 when she in Mothers Against Drunk Drivwas killed on New Year’s Day ing. have been to court trying to
1982. Kevin Tunell was 17, so his enforce the dollar-a-week agreecase went to Juvenile Court where ment.
As his criminal sentence, Tunell
he was convicted of manslaughter
was ordered to spend a year talking
and drunken driving.
Louis and Patricia Herzog filed to groups about the evils of
a $1.5 million suit against Tunell, drunken driving. He completed
hut settled for $936, to be paid $1 that sentence, he said, and continat a time to remind Tunell what he ued to campaign against drunken
driving for the next six years.
had done to their daughter.
Tunell declined Friday to talk
Tunell, now 26. keeps missing
his payments. The Herzogs keep about the case.
"I think it’s pretty evident
taking him to court.
He was sentenced Thursday in what’s going on. I think people
Fairfax County Circuit Court to 30 will understand why I don’t want
days in jail for contempt because to talk." Tunell said by telephone
he has not lived up to his agree- from his parents’ home in Fairfax.
ment to make the weekly pay- "I just want to get on with my
ments. Circuit Judge Jack B. Ste- life."
The $1 payments are due each
vens allowed him 30 days to
Friday because Susan died on a
appeal.
Testifying Thursday, Tunell Friday.

Myths dispelled in
Nixon’s new book
WASHINGTON (AP)
Richard Nixon says that a most
unfortunate disclosure during
Watergate was that he used foul
language in the Oval Office.
Other presidents also swore, he
says, "but none of them had the
bad judgment to have it on
tape."
Most people swear at one
time or another, he says, "but
since neither I nor most other
presidents had ever used profanity in public, millions were
shocked. I have heard other
presidents use very earthy language in the Oval Office."
Nixon says this in "In the
Arena," a book summing up his
life. The seventh book he has
published since resigning the
presidency in 1974 is the most
personal statement of how he
has come to feel at peace with
himself.
"Only when you have been
in the depths can you truly appreciate the heights," he says.
"In the end what matters is
that you have always lived life
to the hilt," he writes. "I have
won some great victories and
suffered some devastating defeats. But win or lose, I feel fortunate to have come to that time
in life when I can finally enjoy
what my Quaker grandmother
would have called ’peace at the
center.’ "
At the height of the Watergate scandal, in April 1974,
Nixon released a 1,300-page
volume of transcripts of secretly
taped conversation. They were
heavily edited to put private
comments in the most favorable
light and are especially remembered for hundreds of designations, "expletive deleted."
Later, the blanks were filled
in and Nixon’s heavy use of barnyard language was laid bare.
The 369-page book is to be
published by Simon & Schuster
on May 2. Excerpts appearing
in the current issue of Time
magazine focus on his attempts
to debunk "myths" about his
role in Watergate. He characterizes as "the most blatantly false
myth" the assertion that he

’Only when you
have been in the
depths can you
truly appreciate
the heights.’
Richard

Nixon,

former U.S. President
knew in advance about the 1972
break-in at Democratic headquarters in the Watergate. However, no one knowledgeable has
made that claim.
Nixon said "the most serious
myth" was that "on my specific
orders, the CIA obstructed the
FBI" investigation of Watergate. In fact, the disclosure that
cost him the presidency was that
he tried to bring that about, even
though his instruction was rebuffed by the CIA.
The Nixon in the book, at 77,
is a mellower Nixon than he
previously showed himself to
be. For instance, he says kind
things about journalists: "I
could not possibly have gone as
far as I did in the political arena
without having the benefit of
some balanced as well as negative coverage.
And, he takes a surprisingly
relaxed view of flag burning.
"If the day comes when they refrain from desecrating it only
because of the law or some
dimly remembered custom, it
will have truly become an
empty symbol," he says.
Nixon says his wife, Pat, had
better political instincts than he
did.
"She urged me not to run for
governor of California," he
says. "She was right." Nixon
lost that race in 1962, two years
after he lost the presidency to
John F. Kennedy. and snarled at
reporters "you won’t have
Nixon to kick around any more
because, gentlemen, this is my
last press conference."
Nixon says the question he is
asked most frequently is
"How’s Pat?"
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Money: A.S. allocates

from page
assisting one of the organitations
because of the similanty in tlw
events. Bea Coranado, director ot
Non-Tradional Minority Affairs.
swung the vote after speaking on
the lack of minority events.
"1 don’t think we can base
enough of these events when we
Hispanics) are so underrepresented." Coranado said.
Coranado said later that a "miscommunication" between the
groups caused the duplication of
the celebrations.
Both projects were approved by
sis votes, the minimum needed.
The fraternity Phi Delta Gamma
was allocated $278 for a trophy.
The trophy will be given to the student organization that donates the
most blood during the fraternity’s
annual blood drive.
The measure was passed after
Phi Delta Gamma amended its proposal to include all organizations
in the contest instead of limiting it
to fraternities only.
Tovar, whose fraternity is not
recognized by the university, ar-

Gina Sutherst
A S &rector
gued that the blood drive competition should he open to all students.
"We want to be included because whether the other fraternities
and sororities want to believe it.
we’re part of the system," Tovar
said.
The directors also passed a $420
request for students from the Calmeca Project to attend a Chicano
studies conference in Albuquerque, N.M.

Votes: Turnout is lower
From page I
IS needed to win an election,
according to A.S. bylaws, election
hoard member Cindy Resler said.
Resler, current A.S. director of
personnel. said she would bring
the issue up at an A.S. board meeting.
"Someone could have won a
seat with one vote," she said.
But how to set a mininum number of votes would be a problem."
Three academic senator seats
were won by write-in candidates
with less than 10 votes each. Eric
liladilek was on the official ballot
and got 1,536 votes to win a seat.
Jacqui Duong and Norm Lieberman had nine votes each while
George Pinto had four. One seat
remains vacant.
Blair Whitney had 892 votes to
Mitch Schmidtke’s 609 in the director of community affairs race.
In the director of students rights
and responsibilities race, Stephen
Goodman got 947 votes to outdistance Mujeeb Rafiuddin who received 347 votes and Cid Galindo
who received 366.
Magdalena Aldana had 655
votes to Yogi Chugh’s 600 to force
a run-off for the business affairs

position. Gabriel Rabanal got 406
votes.
A candidate must have a majority of the number of votes cast in
order to win an election, according
to Election Board Chairman Kevin
Gliner.
Write-in candidates Lisa Desai
and Jean Pierre Fusenig got 39 and
24 votes respectively to force another run-off for the Intercultural
affairs spot.
For director of personnel, writein candidate Nicole Launder got II
votes and Drew Roorda got four in
another run-off.
Don Brooks’ 41 votes to Damon
Kali’s 15 forced the race for director of sponsored programs into another run-off.
Jennie Reyes who ran unopposed in the controller’s race got
1.628 votes.
Todd Layering won the director
of academic affairs race unopposed
with 1,311 votes.
The new director of ethnic affairs will be Xavier "Beef Soriano. He had 1,257 votes with no
opposition.
Gina Sutherst also ran unopposed for the director of student
services, receiving 1,265 votes.

AIDS: Education focus
From page I
Moore emphasized the importance of not pre-judging your partner’s willingness to discuss AIDS
and how to prevent it.
"Young men are afraid to buy
condoms. If they are not easily
available, you have to get them in
public view. Most tend to try to
sneak in to the drug store," Moore
said. He thought that women
wouldn’t buy condoms but when
he asked his girlfriend, she "was

Quake:
From page!
be notified from this one central location, Staley said.
Staley said that the most important part of the drill is to learn what
might happen in case there ever
was a real emergency.
"We know that there will be
some problems. We expect them.
What we want to learn is what we
don’t expect," Staley said.
One example is the evacuation
area on Ninth Street. Some of the
evacuation areas are on the street
where office trailers have been
placed this year. Only with a practice drill can the school learn about
these and other problems. Staley
said.
"We regret the interference with
Some of the classes, but there is no
other way to learn. The lives that
might be saved are worth it," Staley said.
Six campus buildings are
exempt from the evacuation.
’ The residence halls frequently
have their own evacuations and
Will not be required to participate.
Because of theft problems. Clark
Library also will be exempt.
The boiler plant and the
bookstore will not participate bebause of the experience of the
Staff. Staley said.
In order to avoid possible accidents, the parking garages will not
be evacuated.
Food services is the only other
place on campus which will not
participate.
’ "We thought it would be a problem if people came in and bought
food, and then we told them to
leave." Staley said.

happy to go in with me."
In addition to singing, Trujillo
also spoke about the growing number of AIDS cases among minorities.
"There doesn’t seem to be a
concerted effort to go out to the
minorities," Trujillo said. "San
Jose is rich with many different
cultures. We have to do what we
can to get the word out to our people."
Besides the celebrity guests,
Patti Fahey, Jim Walters and graduate student Rama Bamwell represented SJSU as panel members.
"There is a strong resistance to
learning about AIDS on campus.
There is a belief that only gays and
whites get AIDS. It’s just not
true," said Fahey, co-coordinator
of the Gay and Lesbian Alliance.
"If education is going to be
done effectively it must be done on
the street level, not by some bureaucrat sitting in his office," said
Walters, current A.S. vice president, and a victim of AIDS.
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Ration: SJSU to impose own water use cutbacks
I- rum page I
added.
The water district has set the 2o
percent reduction level that will
run through October based on
water usage recorded in 1987.
according to Morse.
That level is consistent throughout the Bay Area, except for
"Morgan Hill, San Martin and
Gilroy, which will have a 25 percent level,’’ she said.
SJSU also uses water meters in
certain areas but the meters only
accounted for 14.92 million gallons, or 7 percent of the total used
for the fiscal year that runs from
August 1988 to May 1989.
Locations such as the corporate
yard, the church on 10th and San
Fernando streets and the 10th
Street and Fourth Street parking
garages use water from the San
Jose Water Company.
SJSU paid from $1,500 to $2.000 to the city for the use of the
water meters, Qayoumi said.
"The well pump tax is either
payed by the rate, the acre-foot of
water used, or by a flat rate," said
Morse.
Last year. when SJSU was unable to meet the well reduction requirements, "sometime between
April and June," the wells
dropped below the accepted level
and additional water was purchased from the city. Qayoumi
said.
That amounted to an additional

Kelly Davis

Daily stall photographer

Director of Facilities Nlo Qa,tounO, left, discusses water rationing on
campus while SJSU Landscape Director ictor Castillo listens,
cost between $5,000 and $8,000,
according to Qayoumi.
Those city water customers who
saved more than the reduction
level last year were given a bank
account that accumulated a "water
credit." This account was carried
over so customers can use that
water if it is needed.
"For those over their allocation,
they will have a zero bank account
balance." said Sharon Israel,
spokeswoman for the San Jose
Water Company.
The city has also established a
20 percent cutback level that will
run through October. "We keep a
voluntary contribution program

that runs through the winter," Israel said.
The low rainfall is not the only
reason for the drought, according
to Israel.
"Cutbacks from the state and
federal water projects and a poor
underground water supply created
an overdrafting situation." Israel
said.
But continued curtailment and
an "extensive recharge program
have made conservation an excellent program." Israel added.
Water conservation may be
quite difficult for some customers
though. Busineses and multi -unit
complexes will have a hard time,
according to Israel.

Pentagon wants repayment
of gay cadet’s college tuition
MIT this spring. The Navy stopped
WASHINGTON (AP) One
semester away from graduation at paying his tuition after the fall seMIT and a commission in the mester.
Both men say they are balking at
Navy’s prestigious Nuclear Propulsion Program. Cadet Robert repaying the Navy because they
Bettiker looked across the desk at are not trying to avoid their five
his superior officer and said: "I’m years of obligatory military service
and want to become commissioned
gay."
The officer, R.W. Sherer an- officers.
"In my view, the U.S. Navy
swered without hesitation.
"Well then, we will consider broke its contract with me, not vice
the date of disenrollment," he versa, Carney said in an interview.
said.
Although Bettiker and Carney
That quickly, the military career
of a cadet with nearly four years of know one another and had the
government-financed education at same commanding officer, the
the Massachusetts Institute of similar timing of their cases was
Techriofogy was finished, a cas- coi iic idental , Bettiker said. Both
ualty of the Pentagon’s policy of told their ROTC superior that they
had recently discovered their hoexcluding homosexuals.
Now Bettiker’s case, and an- mosexuality. They said they had
other like his, have drawn congres- not concealed their circumstances
sional attention. A Pentagon move from the ROTC and were not
to require Bettiker and Harvard aware they were gay when they encadet David Carney to pay back tered the service.
their tuition drew a letter of protest
from two dozen House members
Thursday.
"We believe that to compel
these men to repay this money
would not only be fundamentally
unfair: it would also reflect an appalling mean-spiritedness which
has no place in the Navy," the
lawmakers said in a letter drafted
by Rep. Gerry Studds, D-Mass.,
an acknowledged homosexual.
The Navy is showing no signs of
wavering.
Both Carney and Bettiker have
been asked to sign one-page forms
acknowledging their debt but have
refused. For Carney, that translates
into a $50,687 tab. For Bettiker,
the bill comes to $38,612.
Carney, 23, graduated from
Harvard last spring after the Navy
covered all his tuition and some
fees. He spent the past year studying at Oxford University in England.
Bettiker, 22. is to graduate from

Last month Studds. in a lettet
also signed by 23 congressmen.
complained about a similar polic)
move by the Army ROTC against
James Holobaugh. 24, who attended Washington University in
St. Louis. In the Holobaugh case.
a preliminary board recommended
he repay his tuition.
But in the Carney and Bettikei
cases, the lower-level board called
for no repayment. That recommendation was overruled by Navy Secretary H. Lawrence Garrett III.
who routinely reviews such cases.
"I looked at the Navy’s polic
and was really angry that the
could so arbitrarily decide that I
was not fit for service." Bettiket
said. "I thought about it and de,
cided that I couldn’t lie to them
and couldn’t live a lie for four to
five years."

I licsc icPIc will lase J thin’
c.ult situation because Wale I:Uslumen don’t face ander bill."
she said.
"Sometinies the meter is for the
building and we don’t have any
idea of how much each tenant is
using," Israel said. "and some
pay large penalties.
The penalty for overuse is $2 per
hundred cubic feet. Last year the
water company collected 13.5 million in penalties.
"About 25 percent of the customers went over their allotment at
least once." Israel said.
"The problem is that Water
prices don’t reflect the scarcity 01
water in California." Qayouini
said, commenting on the reduction
requirement facing 5.1S1
"They should he higher to create better awareness to make water
policies more feasible." he said.
"If water was higher. that would
reflect scarcity and the people
would begin dropping their consumption levels."
SJSU is currently working to get
funding for a high-tech solution to
creating better water savings. A
system of computerized irrigation
is expected to reduce usage by approximately 35 percent. according
to Qayoumi.
This system takes into account
water evaporation off the ground
as well as ground temperature
slope and landscape characteri,
tics.
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WHERE IN
THE WORLD
ARE YOU GOING?

Earn an International
Teaching Certificate!
4 -week intensive program
’ 3 -month part-time
evening program
’ Practicum in teaching
English as a Foreign
Language

St Giles College
Language
Teaching Center
2280 Powell Street
San Francisco, CA 94133
788-3552
(415)

White Lustrium On Sale

Short Term Commitments
Long Term Gains
Earn *bile you learn. Make a short term commitment to a temporary
assignment during vacations or breaks. Earn good pay with Western
Temporary Services and gain valuable experience on the lob. Work when
you want, where you want, for as long as you want. We’re always hen’
when you need money muss?. Give us a call, Western Temporary S to,.
The one to call when you want to work.
Stop in and ask for your complimentary "Guide to Successful
Interviewing" booklet. Over 350 offices worldwide.
(408) 165-7700
841 Blossom Hill Rd., Suite .2120
San Jose:
1999 South Bascom Ave., Suite .1003
(408) 171.7171
(408)452-1911
97 Metro Dove
(408) 245-4850
Sunnyvale: 657 Town & Country Village

Styles that fit your lifestyle and express your success. Order your ring today
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The Harris Execution

San Quentin prepares
for Harris’ execution
SAN QUENTIN (API If his
final appeals fail, it will take just a
few minutes tor the state to claim
the life of condemned killer Ruben
Alton Hams
The path that Harris began in a
San Diego parking lot on July 5.
19714, is scheduled to end shortly
after 3 a.m. Tuesday. when cyanide fumes from beneath his chair
in San Quentin’s gas chamber till
his lungs.
.the prison’s execution team has
,
been practicing the drill for several
weeks, checking and double49-square -loot.
checking
the
apple -green gas chamber first used
.7 on Ikc. 2, 19314, and the machin:z cry that makes it work.
Harris, 37. would he the 195th
. person strapped into one of two
metal chairs in the chamber and the
first to die since April 12. 1907,
when Aaron C. Mitchell died for
. the murder of a Sacramento pa!iceman.
. Harris was condemned for the
July 5. 1978. gunshot killings of
’ John Mayeski. IS. and Michael
Baker. 16. Harris and his brother.
Daniel. kidnapped them in a market parking lot, then shot them
n In a willow :Itt’it and used

’He will lose
consciousness
with the first
whiff.’
Christine May,
state Deportment of Corrections
spokeswoman
their car in a hank robbery.
Harris was on parole from another killing when Mayeski and
Baker were slain. Daniel Harris
plea-bargained and drew six years
for kidapping and robbery.
The normal execution routine
begins several days betrne the
scheduled time of death, when the
condemned man gets additional access to his family and friends.
The night before the execution.
Harris will be taken to one of two
holding cells behind the chamber.
If he wants, he can have a minister
or other spiritual adviser with him.
For his last meal, Harris can have
whatever he wants, within reason.
No alcohol is permitted.
The execution team consists of
Warden Daniel Vasquez. a correc-

Posthumous degree
considered for Gathers
LOS ANGELES (API Loyola
Marymount University may award
a posthumous degree to late basketball star Hank Gathers, whose
memory led his team to three victories in the NCAA championships.
"I think it would be one of the
special things about graduation this
year. when his name is called and
his family would be able to receive
his award," LMU student president Melany Nunez said Wednesday.
The LMU faculty senate has
passed a resolution asking the university to award a bachelor of arts
degree to Gathers, a senior in good
standing who was expected to
graduate in May in communications and fine arts.
The memory of (lathers, who

died of a diseased heart during a
basketball game on March 4. still
looms over the campus. Alongside
the huge "LMU" bluffside letters
on the Westchester campus stands
the number "44" his jersey
number.
The number 44 was also attached to the player jerseys of the
LMU Lions while they played in
the National Collegiate Athletic
Association basketball tournament. The Lions made it all the
way to the west regional finals before they were beaten by the University of Nevada, Las Vegas.
James
president
University
Loughran will make the final decision on the posthumous degree request sometime prior to graduation.

Italian group protests against
Robert Alton Harris’ execution

turns lieutenant, a recorder and two
physicians. Two telephones are at
hand, one to Goy.. Deukmejian’s
office, the other to the state Supreme Court.
There are 50 spectators. including San Diego police officer Steven Baker. father ol one of the victims: 14 news people; as many as
five members of the Harris family.
and Attorney General John Van de
Kamp. Twelve witnesses will
stand at the rail on the periphery ol
the chamber.
The lethal chemical is about S60
worth of sodium cyanide: a pound
will hung beneath each of the two
chairs, ready to mix with a solution
of sulfuric acid and water in vats
beneath the chairs.
At a signal from the warden, the
executioner, a guard whose name
won’t he released, lowers the
gauze bags into the vats. The reaction quickly fills the chamber with
invisible fumes of hydrocyanic
gas.
’’He will lose consciousness
with the first whiff," said state Department of Corrections spt ikeswoman Christine May

-Iwo hundred
ROME I API
Italian
parliamentarians
have
signed a petition urging California
Gov. George Deukmejian to stop
the scheduled execution of Robert
Alton Harris
-the petition drive was organized
by "Non (’ccidere." or "Thou
Shall Not Kill." an Italian group
that campaigns against the death
penalty.
The petition, signed by legislators from across the political
spectrum. stated:
’The death penalty is against
the value of human life in every
case. It would he esen more hideous it applied to Robert Harris.
whose life has been marked hy
pain and suffering."
The two rivals for the Democratic nomination for California
governor didn’t quite meet face-toface Thursday. hut they exchanged
angry charges dealing vs ith the
death penalty and Hanis. It Vk as
one of the sharpest clashes ot the
campaign. as Feinstein and Vail de
Kamp battled over women’s is
sues. the death penalty and then
television commercials.
Harris, 37, was convicted of abducting and killing two 16-yearold San Diego boys 12 years ago.
If his final appeals fail. Harris will
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Expand your horizons Visit The Science Shod

The Science Shoo hes everything
for the science enthusiest .
From El to 106, The Science Shot"

will delight the science enthusiast in
your family.
So, if you’re shopping for the scientist
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Visit The Science ShoP.

THE SCIENCE SHOW
fashmn Park

Cupertino, ’aldornia 95104
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be executed Tuesday at 3 a.m.
-The petition described Harris’
personal story as "terrifying. noting that he was horn prematurely after his father kicked his alcoholic mother and was beaten
regularly as a young child.
The last execution in California
occurred in 1967
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Manicurist and Supplies

914 South First
(South First and Martha)
San Jose
(408)279-0263

,YOURS WILL BE FREE I
Pssst... Do you enjoy Vietnamese foods? Then
bring yourself to the Pho Hoo Restaurant
where you will be served with a fortifying bowl
of Vietnamese beef noodle soup called "Pho
The soup will be boiling, delicately seasoned
with Oriental herbs and garnished with a
generous tangle of noodles, bean sprouts,
fresh coriander, and peppermint,.... It’s delicious!
And it will be quick too. In fact, Pho is intended
for the exhausted students, like yourselves who
do not have much time, yet need a hearty lunch
to last until late dinner.
Pho also fits a student budget: $3.55 to $4.25
for a complete lunch. It Is no wonder the
Mercury News calls Pho Hoa the best bargain
in town.

Yours will be freel
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515 S. 10th Street
Downtown San Jose
Corner of 10th and William
(408) 279-3060
Offer expires 4/30/90

New Hope Begins at Remuda Ranch
A SAFE, SECURE, AND
CARING ENVIRONMENT. Remuda
Ranch is a residential treatment center for women only and is exclusively
dedicated to the treatment of anorexia
and bulimia. The ranch is significantly
different from the institutional focus
of traditional hospitals and clinics.
A CHRISTIAN PERSPECTIVE.
Remuda Ranch treatment programs
provide a balance of physical, emotional, and spiritual emphasis from a
Christian perspective, designed to produce a continuing life-style change.
Our individualized approach, combined with family involvement, allows
each guest to build the confidence
necessary to deal with the problems
and stresses of everyday life without
starving, binging, or purging.
A HIGHLY SKILLED
PROFESSIONAL STAFF. Our medical,
psychiatric, and clinical program staff
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Italian group
protesting execution

WE CM HELP
WOMEN
SUFFERING
WITH
ANOREXIA OR
BULIMIA

25% Of
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(408) 252
Sun 11 AM
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$25
Each

Right now, you can enjoy our special discount:
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Pick up a Student Discount Card at either the
Cupertino or Fremont Uno’s and get 25% off your
order M-F, 1:30-5:00P.M. or 10% off anytime
(excluding alcoholic beverages).
Offer expires 12/31/90
Fremont
Cupertino
(408)973-1466 (415)794-3595

Vatic

4111,

For every two bowls your friends order:

SO, it you’re interested in management management of a store
management of your future
Contact Me Nowt
Come see our April 3rd on campus presentation i ri
Use Student Union Costanorin rYS’Otti (WPM 12:30 to ,
1:30 p.m. Free lunch for the first 50 students! ’

Uno’s Cares.

.^ your Me

’The death
penalty is against
the value of
human life in
every case.’

’’.Silk Nails
*Silk Wraps
*Sculptured Nails
& Tip Overlays
Acyrlics

SUCCESS PACKAGE
Comprehensive fietitil Mnagornent Training Progrsm
immedist compensation on sell performanc consisting of
commission with minimum guarantee
Ample opportunity for dvancnient due to cupid pnlon
AttrclIv Bonus Plan for Stor Mnagere computed on
Store Profitability
BonIlts Met only an Intrnetionsi. billion dollfir plus
company can provide
"A piece of the action" with Stock Purchase and Ssylngs
Investment Plans (with matching company contributions)

Yes, Uno’s cares about our nation’s number one
resource; the students of today becoming the future
of tommorrow. Uno’s cares by offering you:

THE
SCIENC
SHOP

MANICURES
$1 0

prepares each Remuda Ranch guest to
return to her family with the courage
and determination to live a happy,
healthy, and productive life.
A critical part of our continuing
commitment to our guests once they
have left Remuda Ranch is to maintain
a referral program with affiliated
professionals around the country who
provide our guests and their families
with on-going support and treatment.

A RELAXED WESTERN
SETTING, Remuda Ranch provides a
broad range of activities including a
complete equestrian program as an
integral part of our individualized therapy. Each guest actively participates in
every phase of her own recovery. This
active yet casual Western setting is
located in the high Sonoran desert of
Wickenburg, Arizona, 60 miles northwest of Phoenix.
TAKE THE FIRST STEP. We
realize the first step is often the most
difficult. It is also the most important!
Please take time to call Remuda
Ranch now, at 1(800) 445-1900. Do it
for yourself or for someone you know.
We will answer any questions pu have
and we assure you that your call will
be kept completely confidential.
Remember, new hope begins at
Remuda Ranch.

U DA
Center for Anorexia and Bulimia
Jack Burden Road Box 2481 Wickenburg, Arizona 85358
1*(800). 445 1900
A [Ansi, in if Rpsulenlial Treatment Centers of America. Inc
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Public interest groups urge Anti-abortionists rebut boycott
ban on speaking fees, gifts
SACRAMENTO (API - Public
interest groups last week urged
legislative leaders to ban speaking
tees, limit gifts to $100. mandate
ethics education and impose strict
penalties.
A joint Senate -Assembly conference committee on three ethics
hills finally met last week, more
than a month after the bills were
sent to conference to work out
compromises between Senate and
Assembly versions.
conference
The
committee
members are the six top leaders of
the two houses. The bills would
put into laws parts of Proposition
112. the constitutional amendment
the Legislature last September put
on the June ballot.
The committee only heard testimony Wednesday from interested
groups and legislators and recessed
until Monday to write the final versions. Assembly Speaker Willie
Brown, D-San Francisco, said the
bilk would no before the Senate

and Assembly on April 16. after to those people to either 1100 or
the spring recess.
5250 per year per source.
Proposition 112 would require
They would, as written, subject
the Legislature to pass laws ban- legislators to administrative sancning speaking fees or honoraria. tions such as fines if they particirestricting receipt of gifts, subject- pate in decisions in which they
ing legislators to conflict-of-inter- have a financial interest. They
est penalties and banning lawmak- would also prohibit state elected
ers and state officers from officials and legislators from loblobbying for a year after leaving bying for one year after leaving ofoffice. It would also establish an fice. They would require legisindependent commission to set sal- lators, staff and lobbyists to attend
aries for lawmakers and state an ethics course at least once every
elected officials.
two years.
The bills before the conference
Representatives of Common
committee are ABS IS by Assemblyman John Vasconcellos, D-San Cause. the League of Women VotJose; AB938 by Assemblyman Ted ers and the Center for Public InterLempert, D-San Mateo; and est Law urged the conference comSB1738 by Senate President Pro mittee members to take the tougher
Tern David Roberti. D-Los An- alternatives in writing the final
hills.
geles.
The bills would ban speaking
They favored the $100 gift limit
fees or honorariums for legislators, and suggested that criminal and
state elected officials, members of civil sanctions be added to the adboards and commissions and top ministrative penalties for conflictstate staff. They would limit gifts of-interest violations.

measles deaths in Calitornia, but
there were two confirmed deaths in
1988, 17 confirmed and three in
not yet confirmed in 1988, and 16
not yet confirmed during the first
10 weeks of 1990.
In a presentation to the committee. Kizer said there were only 176
reported measles cases in 1983,
but the number of cases shot to 3.048 in 1989, mostly among infants
and preschool children.
The most heavily hit have been
the communities of recently arrived Samoans. Hmongs and
Miens - there was an "extraordinarily high case fatality rate" of 12
percent last year among Samoans

Right to Life spokeswoman
Gwen Shaw in Pasadena said the
group was not trivialiiing the
issue, but wanted "to protect and
defend the entire state of. Idaho
that they are putting under
siege. Pro-choice activists launched
the boycott in an attempt to influence Idaho Gov. Cecil Andrus.
Who has until Monday morning

Right to Lite League director
Susan Carpenter-McMillan on
Thursday outlined plans in suburban Pasadena for members to
buy Idaho potatoes and donate
them to the homeless or mail
them to NOW’s Washington
headquarters, with a note saying
’Please take care of me. I am an
aborted Idaho potato.’

Maguire & Mehallo

Seven Second Delay
\

Presenting a revolutionary new way to meet people who are
prefectly compatable with you Satisfied clients have said that
the Lovely Loving Hearts of Love Telephone Interpersonal
Dating Service is the greatest thing since the invention of
scented plastic roses. When you call 555TOMM. you communicate only with a computer You will need a touch tone phone so
we can capture your subtlety The computer will ask some questions, then search its memory to find someone who called us
and gave the same answers as you. If no match is initially made,
we will keep you on file for a century so you are guaranteed of
finding someone for you. Also, the system has other features.
including Emotional Support and Motherly Advice by Modem things necessary for a quality relationship in the 90’s

Money needed for measles epidemic
SACRAMEN
(API - State
Health Director Kenneth Kizer
asked the Legislature for more
money Tuesday to fight what he
called a measles epidemic in
Southern California and the Fresno
area.
He said the state’s vaccination
program is $7.8 million short, and
’mother $1 million is needed for
mostly outreach and education programs. A conference committee of
the Assembly Health Committee
recommended appropriating another $6.8 million.
Measles vaccine was licensed in
the United States in 1963. From
1982 through 1987 there were no

to act unless the Legislature adjourns before then
II that happens. Andrus has 110
days after lawmakers leave. It
signed. the bill would take effect
July I.
The law would ban abortion
except in cases of non-statutory
rape reported within seven days.
incest if the victim is under IS.
severe fetal deformity or a threat
to the mother’s life or physical
health.
A successful boycott in Southern California. the most populous region of the nation’s most
populous state, could do serious
damage

hey are trivializing women’s lives, not only in Idaho. but
all over the nation,- NOW President Molly Yard said from
Washington. She confirmed potatoes had begun arriving.

WS ANGELES (API -Antiabortionists mailed potatoes to
the National Organization for
Women in answer to a planned
boycott of Idaho products by opponents of a restrictive abortion
bill on the state governor’s desk.

in Los Angeles, he said
The main reason for the epidemic is the lack of vaccinations.
Kizer said all children should be
vaccinated against measles by 15
months of age. But surveys show
that only about 70 percent of California’s children have been vaccinated by age 24 months, the figure
dropping to about 50 percent
among low-income and minority
children.
He blamed the low vaccination
level on the lack of appreciation of
the danger of the disease, and increasingly limited access to free or
low-cost immunization services.

I found love without
ever leaving the comfort
ol my own home."
Torn St Elmo
World Famous
Model
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Inc last minute anci 15
Cents for each add? ftnal
second 15 cents rf a s Chiudy
Oul cause we’re mce tow

Aaron Malchow

Funhouse

TOO BUSY? OF COURSE I’M TOO
BUSY! IN IS MINUTES I’VE FLOWN
THROUGH SPACE, CRASHED INTO A
PIANET, BEEN /N TWO AR&UNEtif
AND IN all FIGHTINFIAT AGONY!

0000H, MAX, I’M SO
TIRED. I’M AS LIFELESS
AS A MATH TEXT.

SOMETHING ’TELLS ME YOU
ARE IN NO MOOD TO
STRUGGLE WITH
THE EXTRA CHEESE
ON YOUR PIZZA.

At ( ,,
t ok,%

Classified
ANNOUNCEMENTS
A YON.. Buy or mll Call me today
(local Avon Rep) & I will send
book to your home or business.
Super

specials

for everyone
Share the book with family.
workers & Mends & receive up to
50% oft on your own order, Thank
4
95
.oC
you 2
Also,
good
part-time
Income
for the holidays Call JANE .1 251.

GO FOR THE GOLD,
An thle week, etop by the
’Student Activities &

$200 Grand

prize certificate and many other
prizes
Funded by Associated
Students

- coeponsored by
Sparten Shops 924.5950101 more
informellon

PLAN NOW FOR PAID employment in
the Fall 1950 semester 11 you

HELP WANTED
ATTENTION

EASY

WORK,

4250
Earn money reading
book.. 131.000 year income Potential Details (11602-836-9855

work

your

area $17.640-889,485 Call 1402
638-9685, ruff 114250

SQUARE
FEDERAL Credit Union 01 1408) 9477173

WASHINGTON

STUDENT

DENTAL OPTICAL

PLAN

Enroll now. Save your teeth ayes
e nd money. too ClenIngs and
Office visits st no charge For Ivo
chore

office (Student
Health Center) or call (400)371
6811 In Son Jose
see

AS

U S S BOXER REUNION
Wa. ymr
Granddad
Father,
Uncle, Cousin. Brother or Friend

Guide

Cell

1-602-835-8885.

eel Aa250
GOV T SEIZED, lymph. vehicle...req.
able front $100 Call for immediate
1.704742-1142,

Information!
Ertl 8115

SEIZED CARS. TRUCKS. 4.wheelers.
TV’s. stereos furniture comput
ers by DEA. FBI. IRS end US customs Available your arm now
Call 1405-902-7555, eel C-1255
49 DODGE CORONET, cloak, runs
greet, ork& owner. under 100K
rni $2000 (415) 044-1403

COMPUTERS
INFERNO BOS
fiNt 300 1200 2400 baud, Merin
losh & IBM libraries. 25 phone
lines multi-user chat (4041 394
3721. 14091 395-5378. (4081 9299035. (415) 9644083. (415) 11568716

FOR SALE
HOUSE
parking

DOWNTOWN

staff
CARE
COUNSELOR DIRECT
needed at local reskiantial facilities for young adults & adolescent. with autism & related di...

rondo 2 OR 213A. two
spaces Minutes away

from SJSU
000
Triplet. 1 br I be units Near
dwnlysn, Willow Olen & lye rail
Greet location & rental 8255.000
Nina
Dawn 915-9899 Cornieh &
Carey Reety
MATTRESS

SETS!!
Twin sel 579, full
set 5139. king set
perces! Bunlrbod.

BEDS. NEW,
set $89, queen
11179 For both

599. Day beds
set $199
Desk. $74. dressers $70 chests
Sri& bedereries delivery. (415)

599

5

pc

bedroom

245-2911

SECURITY OFFICERS
SecurIty officers and messengers All shifts. FT PT, se will
days

EARN BIG BUCKS
Campus Connection, the lop college magazine needs ambit...
students Gain great business m.
parlance earn up to 54.000 and
powerhouse your resume as you
sell sd spece and help publish
your

Apply in person 24 hrs. 7
week ACUFACTS. Inc ,

260 Meridian Ave , San Jose

school

edition

Gamut.

EARN EXTRA CASH easy & profitable
to sell Great tund raiser Ft & M
Enterprise.. Boy 502, Gridley, Ca
95448-0502

Student Union
15-20 hrs per week Bask rmPool skill. needed

lion(*) may become full-time In
Summer Contact the Director’s
Office, 3rd Floor. Student Union
STUDENTS. Start to earn NOW with
my 7 -book business kit Real re
sults Free details E Hender.on
PublicetIons, 146 S 10th Si , Ste
7, San Jom, CA 95112
STUDENTS! Start lo earn NOW with
rny 7500k balm.. kit Real re
sults Free Detail. E Henderson
Publications, 146 S 10th St 51.
7 San Jose. Ca 95112
STUDENTS
WE WANT YOU FOR the job!
BEST PERSONNEL recruits for
dots entry clerks. typiets, word
processors. receptionists. general office and computer programmers We else recruit for
rate.
poshion
Pay
wary depending on lob skills and
technical

work experience Call us TODAY
for your summer or future employment Call 981-1310. never

NO EXPERIENCE NECESSARY
WE TRAIN YOU
All shifts mailable

lee

Full lime end Part time
Positions in Sent. Clare MilpIta.
N San Jose
Medical Dental

STUDENTS.
WE WAMT YOU forth. lob!
BEST PERSONNEL
recruits tor clerical and technical

Vocation Plan
Interview. 8 am tri 4 pm
Monday thru Friday
Apply VANGUARD

IS HERE at the RUSTY
SCUPPER Bushes. Is booming,
being
mcepted
Application.

SUMMER

Mon.Fri

2 30pm-5 00pm,

OFFICE ASSISTANT
FT PT Temp position In our mill
order catalog company
Dulles Include taking phone orders data entry and handling Cu.
tamer inquires Skills should in.

storied

Pkwy

dap S1556.50 287.3645

about mtivilles, call Rey

tortes

BEVERLY

HERITAGE

HOTEL

Fro. OrlIce Position Feel pace
work with mope Flex Evenings
and weekends Please ripply in
person -1870 Barber Lam MIlpi
taiOntersection8410 Montague
THE COLL FOIATE DREAM - 420-S60
per hour pert time A dream corn.
GMrbrook of Galliumia
true

sonallfted
3647

faculty Call before May 31,1990. &
the let appointment is I 2 price
-Unwanted halr dismembers with
my care.’’ GWEN CHELOREN,

ellkmreened 7 -Shirts
your design or logo
Call BRAINSTORM

TODAY GONE TOMORROW"
NEWMAN

CATHOLIC

FILES
from
Prolmsor.
throughout USA Exam problem.
with professors own detailed so
Available for
engl
lutions

cloys-

evice weekends by eppl Laser
printer Call ANNA - 972-4992

Trust

of term papers, research projects
& resumes Will gladly assist
w grammar,
punctuation,
and
senlenc structure (knowledgeb. on Turabian, APA & Campbell
formats) Equipment umed Word
Perfect a HPLamr kali Consider.

del
pus
P U
&mounts
EDP
9014 EVELYN

avail

(415)641-5036

Laser

LISA’S TYPING &
WORD PROCESSING SERVICE
(404(964.5037
Term Papers
limurnes
Theses

Its fullest ce
printing

Proposals

Located In the
Santa Clara San Jose Area
RESUMES-PLUS

more

than

simple

word processing A professional
writer provides crestlyity and in
000.1100 Low flat rates Call 575.

SERVICING
YOUR
WORD PROCESSING and Graphics needs
Call Ks. al Technically Typing
Term mows,
(408) 261.0750
Theses. sic

Free
Rea.

TYPING. WORD PROCESSING
TERM PAPERS - REPORTS
THESES - RESUMES
TNT COMPUTER PROCESSING

SHIRLEY at 379-3519 $2 per page
minimums popes

(408)972.1543
TYPING WORD

PROCESSING, last
accurate reasonable All types of
papers Spell Chocking and proof
reading Same day service Betty
2474068 Santa Clare

WORD

grades? Of courm you are

A

higher
neatly typed paper gets
redo Error-frea papers impress
profs For 1hla quality cell WRITE

EDITORIAL
SERVICES WP.Pages
need polishing, Gal help from
Editor with
Tech
English Degree Word Processing
(all toners) and Desktop Pub
Professional

PROCESSING letter

quality

printingte
rou.. .4c

ARE YOU CONCERNED about your

spe ll

check

sonable rates, quick turnaround

WILLOW

COMPUTER FAST ACCUPATE near
Hamilton
Winchester
Call

checking gramme, check. edit.
ME powerful graphks program

LANK printer

grimmer spell puny

CECILIA -- (404)223-6102
Word
prmessing S14 hr 17 50
page whichever Isles,’
WORD PROCESSING TYPING
Journalism graduate
On campus every day
Free spelling
punctuation
grammar check
Laser pr.!,
Also DDesktopPubliehrng
(404)297.3978

inummi No m m oimme
%
Print Your Ad Here
(Count apprownately 30 letters and spaces for ed,,,
Ad Rates
401111=MM=BRellallIMIIINIM=1=111=1MMMI1111111

mmeal me

Minimum three lines on one day

I

Three
Two
One
Days
Days
IDay
$430
$530 $580
$s 30 $6 30 $6 BO
$T 30 $7 70
$6 30
I$7
;, It :1;12
20 $8 25 $8 70
II ach Additional Line Add $1 00
I

Personal Elm

Fest.E Komi -Dependable
Night Saturday. Rush

TYPE -(406)872.9030

WordprocesIng
partly

major

prices Cell Diane at 729-9039

270

A BEAUTIFUL PAPER EVERY 711AEl

lithographic materials, and editing eery ices Final draught preparation

English

CAMPUS PICKUP AND DELIVERY All
Reasonable
typing
projects

Student

Services

(4011) 138-6759

GLEN area

theme remailings. etc

Words.,
mesing.WordPerfect 5 1 postscript laser printer Close
cam

Tutoring, consullatIon.

mer

pro Reports,

sumes. letters,
Spell grammar check

CUSTOM DESIGNED & MADE 4

EDITORIALEDITORIALRESEARCH SERVICES

EXAM

Avellab.

f nosh.,

etc ore rimy on prolmsor lame
grade conscious graduate Very
reamonebN rates Cali RAJII at

5101 after 5 PM

Mrs Wetness experience and for-

ABANDON THOSE FRUSTRATIONS!

SSSUChoom FromE4SSS
USI4Call (40e(236-2329$1015IS

164-4504
CALL MRS MORTON at 166-9448 for
EDITING II WORD PROCESSING

Call 923-3956

underrad
g

cell John Pigrnan at (415)
656-1497

SERVICES

Transcription services avelleble
Almaden Bramlen area
Phone

GrephIc

Too many reports and not
enough time, RELAX and let ME
do the TYPING. Resumes, term
pews, the,.., letters. etc Grad

LETTER QUALITY REPORTS

Reports

CALL LINDA TODAY for experienced
profesaionel word processing
Theses, term papers group pro
recta. ate All formats IncludIng
APA Laser printer Quick return

AAAH.

Into

about otMr activities
51st

into

call Felber Bob Low o
Judy Ryon .1 296.0204

997-

We proof all our work and

laser print

cols. Florida in Oct The dates are
10th. 11th, 12th & 13th For more

YOU
Greatly. Products & Services’
Many type.tylm end designs to

more

Arts

Scanning

transcHpllon. resumes, theses,
legal papers mailing nets, graphic*, etc Coll (408)9665103 today’

dependabM

fishing and Design now for all
your word processing needs! We
have experlonce in Wordpertml
’Ventura DTP WORDSTAR Pegernakor

on Sunday evening at
6 30£ 8 00 PM Campus Chrietian
Center 10th & San Carlos For
MASS

Arlene

message)
PRECISION WORD PROCESSING! 125
wpm Gustily guaranteed Con.
petitiv ret.. Tenn &ewe lpe

All work guarenteed! Call PAM
247.2681,
arn-8pm for worryfree

STUDENTS 4 PROFESSORS
call Picture Perfect Desktop Pub.

SOSSBUTTONS!!!SUSS

COMMUNITY

soryke

newsletters
netting (resume..
fliers. etc I Call PATRICIA in WIL
LOW GLEN (405) 296-5868(leave

format. plus APA SPELCHEK,
punctuation grammar eaglets..

let Mi. It comes to your reports,
over/mods,
thesis,
resumes.
fliers?

with

Was your Feiner,
Grandded,
Uncle, Cousln. Brother or Friend
one 011W 50.000 men who mrved
on the U SS Boxer CV217 If so.
we are having reunion In Pens.

-HAIR

AND EXPERIENCED
wordprocessing! Term papers reports group papers. resumes Niters. theses etc Letter quality! All

satisfaction! Are you perfection.

USS BOXER REUNION

Bascom

R E., 559-3500, 1645 S
Campbell
Ave..
SC.

AFFORDABLE

FESTIVAL!!

JAZZ

AAAAHA. LOWER RATES & HIGHER

(415)9624801

move your unwanted hair (chinbikini-turnmy.moustochisback
etc ) 15% discount to students &

I

,
."

r
r’, : :

Four
Days
$605
$705
$8 05
$895

Five
Days
5635
$730
$8 25
$925

Each
Extra
Day
$1 10
$130
$1 45
$160

ISemester Rates (All Issues)_

10-14 Lines $77 00
5-91 Ines $55 00
15 Plus Lines $9900

Phone 924-3277

I
i _r

r , ,.

I

I
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Print Name

I

Address
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State

Zip
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Dr , cross Gish. S. Joe*
THE

ORLEANS

WHERE DO YOU WANT TO GO? MugIco,
Hawaii.
Europa.
United
States? Call for low air fares Per.

sorority, club or business by sell-

Let me pemmenently re-

subjects for theses papers, racoons, resumes. etc Free proofing disk storage 251.0449

Plane ticket tor sole 5354. AprIl
26-May 2 For more Information
please call (415)467-3532

friffernity,

Earn money for your

PERSONALS

I

timers get over S30.000 annually
ph. medical Check us out More
app.. 1474 Berger
information

NEW

Bart my threat 289.1371

BARE IT ALL! Stop shaving, waling
tweezing or using chemical MOIL

aware, both college grads Specialty in Science and all English

TYPING

LOST’ PINK WALLET In the STUDENT

ing

TYPING AT REASON*.
OLE RATES
Need our help,
Quality and accuracy gusranteed
Ware fast, dependable grammar

credit card for you and your par
ants Call ANDY at 243-2630

Norb

PREGNANT, SJSU ALUMNI couple
wish to adopt Financially secure
Lot’s of love to gim Call Patti or

LOST & FOUND

ACADEMIC

T W A offer SJSU students 10% off any
published fare! Purchase your
Btudent discount card now. Also
esk about the T WA Getaway

Firnhaber at 296-0204
$200 per month,
deposit! BASE
MENT ROOM, close to campus
Call 283-0756

which end of the brush goes In
the paint, CMS PEOPERTIES. an
exterior structural maintenance
firm Is hiring Most employees
start et $12 hr Permanent full

PART TIME DAY
Public school teacher needed Offs
fall for high quill., developmental
co-op pub& school In Willow
Glen Campbell area Cali KELLY

English Japanese positions No
Fee. PERSONA (400)453-0505

Sunnyvale cell

SUMMER JOBS. Do you know how to
drive natl. sow board glue eye
pipe clean gutter, eel fence
pool, and chem. bulb without
gettlng *hocked, Do you know

(408)734-5279

PERSONA Is part of en INT’l NETWORK with offices worldwide In
the Bay Area we re looking for
poop,. Interested in Salm Accl
Engr . AdmIn Support I BIllngual

1235

(408)245-2911

LOCOMOTION,""

Application deadline

Ilk. care F poet 0260 mu 1st. last.

Camp.. Christian Center. 10th &
San Carlos For more Information

I

lure Coll 9114-1340

(408)727-9793

at 3771595
l April 9ft,

LUTHERAN CAMPUS WORSHIP every
SUNDAY morning st 10 45 AM at

turnaround and gusranleed work
Call now PAMELA at 949.362

TRAVEL

any

SJSU Call 971-2519

for charts graphs, slides overheads. and color too. Plus fast

’ AIR FARE DISCOUNTS,

Is walling to meet you’ (406) (415)
toll If
976-2002 18
only 82

posltions for your summer end to.

32 t 2 Scott Blvd
Sant. Clara

elude good phom personality
basic typing skills and sell !ninon. Will train Call Lauda at

to leave your phone number on an
open line Call (406) 988-2523 tor
free details Call todeyl Someone

1352

chmical

EASY MONEY"!
Up tub? 0010 start
WEEKLY PAY

minded

roommate needed for 2 hr. 2 1 2
bath Campbell townhouse, MI
amenities Call MIKE at 370-1624

it you found It PLEASE
Call me. let me have my CALIF
ID
ALMA CEBREROS. 921-

STUDENT MAINTENANCE
ASSISTANT..

probe 247.7495. 335 5 Baywood
Ave , San Jose

your own rnessega And with our
voice mall service. you don’t have

UNION

posh.ns needed in

1405-682-7555, eat 5.1061

open

Spartan Bookstore (downtairst &
Roberta Bookstore

Mar six exciting messages from
quality people, or you can record

message
NonSmoker.

ELECTROLYSIS CLINIC
Unwanted
hair removed forever by specialist Confidential Your very own

up your phone Dial 976-2002 to

18257no Call 284-9157. John or
Martha or please leave complete

MALE

neering courses. EIT. Calculus.
DE, LA. Gen
0-Chorn. Physics.
elc 24 different books mallet,. at

HAS ROMANCE GONE from your life,
Now you can find love. romance,
or elven.. as earthy as picking

rity building, off stniel parking.
laundry facilities, security on
trance. carport. cable hook-up,
760 $ 11th St (nr 250) $725-

ROOMATE W1470. 4-15,2 bdrrn apt
7th St , 1.12 bilffi-carnpus Met

CAVE SECURITY
1700 WYATT 1311 SANTA CLARA
Cell 949.22935-4 PM for Into

train

HOUSING
FOR RENT. Moe 2 tx1rm 2 bath, remodeled. clean and quiet Secu

primieges, 1 2 utlf. 1 blks from

and part lime position.
All shifts available

446-3953
for
HIRING
NOW
CRUISESHIPS
spring. Christmas and next sum.
mar breaks Many positions Call

Call

(408)946-1995, Mr ileggrern

ROOM FOR RENT. $186 rm, kitchen

CAVE SECURITY is hiring for full

bibles FT & PT positions avail
Starting 56-56 25 hr Call (408)

. SUPER
PENT-

call

SECURITY OFFICERS
NEED CASH?

at (800)342-5118

seized vehicles
from S100. Fords. Mercedes, Co,
voles. Chevy. Smolt. Buyer

or

Apply at 1235 Oakmeed Pkwy

AVAIL-

POSITIONS

hundred of students Full or part
lime position. available
Call ROBIN, Network Coordinator

FABULOUS

2 30prn-Sprn

lacl KRISTINA at (408)292-5100
CHILDCARE

cola, Florida in Oct The dates are
101h, 11th, 12th & 13th For more
Info coil John Plgrnan el (415)

ATTENTION -GOUT

-

RUSTY SCUPPER RESTAURANT is
hiring!! Food servers and hostess!
Apply
klonday-Frlday.

Om writers This is great oppor
tunny for Mom Intermled Con.

Connection provides extensive
training, materials, and support
We’ve worked successfully with

AUTOMOTIVE

hours

BRIDAL MAGAZINE looking for Cr...

one Otis. 50.000 men who served
on the U S S Boxer CO21, If so
we are having reunion In Pens.

656-1497

school

Sunnyvale

ences required Northern Calif
Real.
Nannies, 4546 El Com.
mite V, Los Altos, (415)949-2933

PERSONAL LOANS up to 52500."
(Sub(ect to credit approval) Call

during

mornings and early efternoons

ATTENTION GROWING SALES TEAM

your mpertim. knowledge 10 your
study, field of intereet. or hobby
57 9510110 you where to go & what

110266, Campbell. Ca. 95008

Building G You ’met be able 10

eel 0114250

KNOW WHO IS WILLING to pay for

will assist you free of charge
Please send check to HART Box

portunity Pick up an application
torn, in Sweeney Hall 204 or the
Cooper... Educarion Office.

ATTENTION

ABLE. Full & part time perm.
nent & eurnmer positions Refer-

to es5k for at local agencies who

Mimed children In s school setting for up to 20 hours per week
next school year, this is your op-

pay! Assemble products at home
Details (1) 60243154655. eat W.

needs soles reps IMMEDIATELY
Flex hrs Call 720-0185

looking for marketing reps

would like to work with hand.

excint

ATTENTION-HIRING, Goff lobs

.Services OffIce
next to IM Pub to pick up daily
clues to help you find the
Gokien Egg

745.0900

II

Enclosed is 5._

Lines

I .,.,, ’,

Circle s Classification’

I

Announcements

Greek

Services

Automotive

Help Wanted

Stereo

I

Computers

Housing

Travel

I

For Sale

Lost 6 Found
Personal

Typing

I
111
%SEE

I
I

miimaiinimimiwomelmi

1

SEND CHECK. MONEY ORDER

Classified Desk Located inside WIN 102

OR CASH TO
SPARTAN DAILY CLASSIFIEDS
San Jose State University
San Jose. California 95192

Deadline TWO days prior to publication
consecutive publication dates only
No refunds on cancelled ads

lamammummoommummoomum

im 010

I
I
i
I

10

SPARTAN DAR

MONDAY, APRIL 2, 1990

OUR SPECIAL VALUES KEEP ON GOING
April 2 - 7

General Su flies

Clothin
Spring Break Specials
All T-Shirts,Tanks, &
Shorts

Gifts

Baskets

Graduation
Announcements
are now available in
Customer Service

Iil 30%

30% Off
me.

Off
617,

Music Sale Albums, Cassettes, & Discs

$3.98 - Up

General Books

Electronics

Children’s Book Sale
Special Values from $4.98 to $12.98

SUPER BATTERY SALE!

Cand
Thanks Easter Bunny!
M & M Plain and Peanut

*7-"Z411,

8
..

;MI

flEAL

40 4 Size - 3 fo; $1.00
King Size - 2 for $1.25
By the pound - $2.99 lb.

Eveready 8 Pack
List
$7.95
Our Price $5.45

Special $3.95

Spartan Bookstore Never Stops
Special Spring Break Hours

April 9- 13
)")\
--ANY

Computers

Text Books

Visit the Textbook
Clearance Center!
Old Editions, Library Discards, Esoteric Titles

Hard Cover

Monday-Friday 8am-5pm

$11.99

Paperbacks

99

Buy now and save $138.00

Macintosh SE SALE!!!
was $2,172.95

NOW only $2,034.95

SE 2 Drive system (Keyboard sold separately)
*Image Writer ll Printer with cable
*Microsoft Word 4.0
*Spartan Starter Kit with printer
accessories

Downstairs in the Bookstore
New Titles Added Daily!
ALL SALES FINAL-NO EXCHANGES OR RETURNS

Enter Drawing for Free Tickets to Mac World

924- 1 800

B OHOOKUSRTSO:R E

SPARTAN BOOKSTORE
*SERVICE IS OUR MAJOR*

MON-THURS
Fri
Sat

7:15a.m. - 7p.m.
7:15a.m. - 5p.m.
10a.m. - 4p.m.

